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According to Wearden’s March 28 email, a new search 
process to fill the position will begin soon. Julka said 
Wearden declined to comment further on the resignation. 
According to the Feb. 2 announcement of her appoint-
ment, Meyer had experience in the areas of dispute res-
olution and worked as a mediator, coach and conflict 
management skills trainer. 
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LESS THAN TWO months after filling the newly estab-
lished faculty ombudsperson position, Connie Meyer has 
resigned, forcing the college to initiate another search 
to fill the vacancy, according to a March 28 emailed 
statement from Senior Vice President and Provost 
Stan Wearden. 
Meyer, who was initially welcomed as the college’s first 
ombudsperson in a Feb. 2 email sent to faculty and staff 
from Wearden, attended a March 10 Faculty Senate meet-
ing where she gave a presentation about her position, as 
reported March 13 by The Chronicle.
The reason for Meyer’s resignation is unclear, but a March 
29 email sent from college spokeswoman Anjali Julka stated 
the decision was entirely her own. 
Meyer was unable to be reached after several attempts 
for comment.
A March 29 email statement from Greg Foster-Rice, 
Faculty Senate president and associate professor in the 
Photography Department, said the Faculty Senate is 
unaware of why Meyer left and looks forward to filling the 
position as quickly as possible. 
Jeff Abell, associate professor in the Art and Art History 
Department, a member of the faculty affairs committee 
that worked to create the ombudsperson position, said the 
role is valuable because it provides an outlet for people to 
be given advice and suggestions from outside the official 
workings of the college.
“The idea of a position here that can provide neutral advice 
to faculty on any problem that might come up is something 
that was very welcomed by the faculty,” Abell said.
College official quits after 
eight weeks
AS CLASS REGISTRATION approaches, stu-
dents face uncertainties regarding wheth-
er or not they will receive their Monetary 
Award Program grants for the 2017–2018 
academic year. The state’s ongoing budget 
impasse has left Illinois students without 
the need-based grants since July 2015.
Stephanie Hernandez, a junior business 
and entrepreneurship major, is one of many 
students who has received her award let-
ter from the college’s Financial Aid Office 
offering an estimated amount of MAP grant 
funding, but students will only receive the 
grants if the state funds them.
Hernandez said she received the grants up 
until this academic year, when the college 
announced it would not be funding student 
MAP grants for the 2016–2017 academic 
year as it did the previous academic year 
to make up for the state, as reported April 
4, 2016, by The Chronicle. 
Several colleges, like Governors State 
University, decided to fund MAP grants 
for students when the funding for the grants 
from the state did not come through, as 
reported April 4, 2016.
Hernandez said the lack of MAP grant 
funding caused her to take out extra 
loans to keep up with both her school and 
rent payments. 
“How I pay my rent is [through] refunds. 
I asked for the right amount including 
the MAP grant, so when I got my refund, 
mostly what was supposed to be for my rent 
basically went to school because the MAP 
grant didn’t kick in,” Hernandez said. “I 
started freaking out because I was like, ‘I 
need to pay rent and I can’t do it any other 
way.’ I ended up having to ask for more plus 
loans, which luckily I was able to do.”
College spokeswoman Anjali Julka said in 
a March 30 email that 1,645 students  were 
eligible for $6,122,024 in MAP grants this 
academic year, adding that it is too early 
to know the total number of students who 
qualify for next year. 
If the state budget is not passed, students 
will be responsible for paying the amount 
that would have otherwise been covered by a 
MAP grant, according to Student Financial 
Service’s website. 
In a March 27 emailed statement that the 
college’s News Office sent to The Chronicle, 
Assistant Vice President of Student 
Financial Services Cynthia Grunden 
said in the event that students have to pay 
those amounts, SFS would help them iden-
tify options for financing their education. 
Grunden was not available for an interview 
as of press time.
Hernandez said although she is worried 
about not receiving the grant, she does not 
plan on leaving the college and is prepared 
to use other funding methods for next year, 
such as more loans and scholarships.
“[MAP] really did help and now that I 
don’t know if I’m going to get it for sure, 
it’s definitely scary,” Hernandez said.
Applying for additional loans may not 
be an option for some students, according 
to Jennifer Delaney, assistant professor 
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Retention among Columbia’s leaders is not a new struggle, but recently a high-level employee who likely broke 
the record for quickest turnover proves it 
may be a difficult place for outsiders to stay .
As reported on the Front Page, the college’s 
first faculty ombudsperson Connie Meyer 
unexpectedly resigned March 29, less than 
two months after Senior Vice President and 
Provost Stan Wearden announced her arrival 
in an email to faculty and staff on Feb. 2. 
This position, one that was given great 
prestige and is housed in the college admin-
istration under the provost’s budget, was 
heavily discussed by the Faculty Senate 
before the search began.
Meyer, who also works as an independent 
contractor for conflict management and has 
Harvard Law School workshop training in 
the field, was formally introduced to the 
Faculty Senate on March 10, no more than 
two weeks before Wearden’s  announcement 
of her resignation, and she spoke about her 
position and responsibilities. Now, the college 
will have to begin looking for her replacement 
just a few months after its last search.
Though college officials and Meyer are 
staying tight-lipped on the reason for her 
departure—both parties either declined or 
could not be reached for an explanation—
the college community can glean a few out-
comes from this mysterious announcement.
The first is that employees at this level 
often have extensive contracts that will 
lock them into their position for a certain 
amount of time. For an employee to decide to 
break that contract, something no employee 
would take lightly, and do it so soon displays 
an urgency to leave that could be due to either 
Columbia’s culture or operations that a new-
comer was not used to or comfortable with. 
This should weigh on long-term faculty and 
staff’s minds regarding the overall health of 
the institution’s employee relations if some-
one from the outside was able to determine 
quickly it was not a good fit. It needs to be 
determined if this is a stand-alone case or a 
chronic problem.
Another takeaway that should worry fac-
ulty, staff and even students is that external 
searches will always come with some kind 
of expense, and having to do two searches 
within one semester for the same position 
is time and money lost for the college. In 
a time when academic departments and 
student service offices are trying to salvage 
resources, there should be discussions 
collegewide about if this position actually 
needs an immediate replacement.
The administration—the Provost’s Office 
specifically—should also reflect on whether 
the ombudsperson’s job description and 
responsibilities were properly marketed and 
if Meyer was not given enough—or too much—
guidance once she began. Not only this, but 
they should also determine if  the responsibili-
ties could be distributed to a current employee 
or employees as a way of committing to the 
college’s cost-saving measures.
This resignation cannot be simply brushed 
off as a loss that was unavoidable because 
it was Meyer’s decision to leave; Wearden 
needs to analyze it before any searches for this 
position—or any other job—begins or ends.
A quick and high turnover rate is not a 
reputation the college needs as it searches 
for not only for the ombudsperson, but also 
for other high-level jobs including the newly 
vacant chief of staff, dean of the School of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences, and other avail-
able leadership roles either internally or 
externally. Employee retention is one of 
the most vital elements that contributes 
to an institution’s ability to attract people, 
employer-employee trust and overall work-
place culture.
Columbia having such evident issues 
keeping skilled, seemingly driven individ-
uals attached to the college will make it 
difficult to recruit higher-ups with similar 
qualifications, which is the only way for it to 
make effective changes that could improve 
some of its major weak areas.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
What does losing a new leader in 
two months say about Columbia?
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Intervention in P-Fac case 
denied, case continues normally
A MOTION FROM National Labor Relations Board to 
intervene in an ongoing case between Columbia and 
its part-time faculty union was denied March 15 
by the U.S. District Court for the Northern District 
of Illinois.
Mike Persoon, an attorney at Despres, Schwartz 
& Geoghegan, Ltd. who represents P-Fac, said if the 
NLRB motion had been approved, the case could have 
been delayed for up to five years and would be decided 
in a federal court.
The dispute between P-Fac and Columbia began 
after President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim signed 
the union’s current contract during the Fall 2013 
Semester. The contract excluded full-time staff from 
teaching part-time classes, an opportunity 
they were granted until the creation of 
the contract. 
P-Fac is currently trying to 
enforce the ruling of an arbitrator, 
who ruled Jan. 11 that Columbia 
violated P-Fac’s contract when 
it allowed full-time staff mem-
bers to teach part time when 
they were not members of the 
adjuncts’ collective bargaining 
unit. The arbitration requires 
Columbia to pay an estimated 
$500,000 to union members who 
lost teaching assignments to full-
time staff members, as reported Feb. 
27 by The Chronicle. On Jan. 23, P-Fac 
filed a  suit against Columbia to enforce 
the arbitration.
“We’re disappointed we 
had to file a lawsuit 
to enforce a final 
and binding arbi-
tration award, 
and we would 
hope that the 
college honors 
the arbitration 
process in the 
future, but we 
are pleased that 
it will be moving 
to a [final] decision,” 
Persoon said.
Columbia responded on Jan. 26 by moving to set 
aside the arbitration ruling and rely on a conflicting 
NLRB ruling from August 2016 that stated P-Fac must 
accept full-time staff members who teach part-time as 
members, as reported Sept. 19, 2016, by The Chronicle.
In order to enforce its decision and avoid conflicting 
results with P-Fac’s arbitrator in court, the NLRB filed 
a motion to intervene in the case on Feb. 17, which was 
denied March 15. While Columbia consented to the 
NLRB’s motion to intervene, P-Fac opposed it.
Tanya Harasym, operations coordinator for the 
Learning Center and adjunct professor in the Humanities, 
History & Social Sciences and English departments who 
represents full-time staff who teach, said in a March 29 
email declined to comment and said she knew little about 
the development. 
P-Fac president and adjunct professor in 
the Photography Department Diana 
Vallera said in a March 30 emailed 
statement that the case will con-
tinue normally because of the 
denial of the NLRB’s motion 
to intervene. 
“‘Normal’ in this case 
means a very limited 
briefing to determine 
if there is some reason 
that the arbitration 
was essentially illegal,” 
Vallera said in the state-
ment. “If it was not, the 
law says the arbitration 
should be enforced. It is a 
daunting standard for the college 
to overcome.”
In the statement, Vallera added that the 
NLRB will not take a position on the merits of the case, 
and P-Fac is pleased the case will continue without 
further interruptions. 
A March 28 emailed statement from the NLRB’s Office 
of Congressional and Public Affairs said the NLRB has 
no comment on the denial of its motion. 
Persoon said P-Fac and Columbia will file briefs and 
wait for the judge to reach a verdict in the case.
College spokeswoman Anjali Julka said in a March 
29 statement on behalf of Terence Smith, the college’s 
special counsel for labor relations, the District Court has 
established a new briefing schedule for the case, which 
will decide whether the arbitration award is to be paid or 
vacated. The filings for the case are due on May 1.
“I just hope the college honors future [situations],” 
Vallera said. “We have other grievances, and we don’t 
want to have to go through this every time we want to 
implement an arbitration ruling.”
Columbia adopts a program to help international students to work in the U.S.  » Page 8
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Part-time faculty president, Diana Vallera, as well as, Mike Persoon, 
the union’s attorney, expressed satisfaction that an ongoing case 
between Columbia and the union can continue normally.
» CONNOR CARYNSKI  
CAMPUS REPORTER
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com» ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
The National Labor Relations 
Board regional director issues his 
decision that FTST are covered  
by P-Fac.
August 30, 
P-Fac files unfair labor practice 
charges against Columbia, alleging 
that the college assigned the unit 
seniority to FTST.
September 23 
& 27,
An arbitrator finds that because 
the parties did not mutually 
intend to include the FTST in the 
bargaining unit, Columbia violat-
ed its agreement, owes P-Fac up 
to $500,000.
January 11,
The NLRB motion to have its case 
heard is denied.
March 15,
P-FAC files a grievance alleging 
that Columbia violated the 
parties’ contract.
October 17,
Columbia files its Cross-Motion to 
Vacate Arbitration Award.
January 26,
Kwang-Wu Kim signs Columbia’s 
part-time faculty union’s contract 
that excludes full-time staff who 
teach  part-time from receiving 
classes.
November 22, 
The NLRB hereby moves to inter-
vene in the case. 
February 17,
» FILE PHOTOS
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at Moe’s Cantina
Use promo code “ CHRONICLE ” for  
discounted tickets at www.RiverNorthWineFest.com 
M u s i c  D e p a r t m e n t  E v e n t s  
Monday April 3 
Meet the Artist with Cory Henry    12:00 pm 
Tuesday April 4 
Matt Gonsiorek Senior Recital    7:00 pm 
Wednesday April 5 
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series   12:00 pm 
 at the Conaway 
Friday April 7 
Cory Henry Residency Concert   7:00 pm 
For Tickets, Call 312-369-8330 or visit tickets.colum.edu 
Saturday April 8 
Open House at the Music Center  10 am - 2 pm
The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan Avenue
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» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE The Latino Alliance, led by group 
president and junior business and 
entrepreneurship major Gabriela 
Rodriguez, will host an inaugural 
end of the year showcase. 
FOR THE FIRST time, Columbia’s 
Latino Alliance student organi-
zation will be hosting an end-of-
the-year celebration to showcase 
student work and encourage net-
working with other members of 
the Latino community of Chicago. 
The event, “Somos Latinx,” will 
be held April 6 at HAUS and the 
Hokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
Coordinator of Latino Affairs and 
Latino Alliance adviser Rogelio 
Becerra, who began as a staff 
member and adviser this academic 
year, said up to 40 students will 
showcase their work throughout 
the night. 
Somos Latinx will feature art 
and culture, merging the two 
to create a festival-like event, 
said Latino Alliance presi-
dent and junior business and 
entrepreneurship major Gabriela 
Rodriguez. The theme for the event 
is ref lected in the title, which 
translates to “We are Latinx,” a 
gender-neutral term for Latino.
“We chose the name because 
it expresses our identity and how 
we explore it,” Rodriguez said. “It 
is about inclusivity, community, 
identity, pride and how to express 
it artistically.” 
According to Becerra, the event 
will include film screenings, 
visual art, a networking ses-
sion, live artists painting murals 
and caricatures, and musical 
performances. 
The Laugh Factory ’s Abi 
Sanchez and Columbia dance 
g roups w i l l a lso per form. 
Com mun it y orga n i zations, 
will be in attendance including 
employees from the National 
Museum of Mexican Art, to net-
work with students, he said. 
“[We have] different artists 
working in the professional world 
that want to come and talk to our 
up-and-coming artists about what 
is really out there,” Becerra said. 
“We don’t want it to seem like a 
professional networking session; 
it really will be a celebration.”
In previous years, the group 
has hosted an end-of-the-year 
food and culture celebration. This 
year, according to Rodriguez, they 
wanted to change that concept to 
showcase student art.
Becerra said the idea for the 
showcase came from the Black 
Student Union’s previous “Paint 
it Black” event, which celebrated 
artists in more of a “show” type 
of setting.
Rodriguez said the group has 
focused on tying inclusivity into 
the event by accepting any and all 
student submissions. 
“I am Puerto Rican, and in my 
house, I was taught to help others 
and to be a stepping  stone in their 
path,” Rodriguez said. “So Latino 
Alliance being able to put together 
an event like this is important 
because that is what our culture 
is all about.”
Latino Alliance’s event coordi-
nator as well as sophomore inter-
disciplinary arts major Adriana 
Baca said this inclusivity offers 
the chance for Latino students 
to showcase their art as well as 
network with other Latino artists 
within the Chicago community. 
“They are an underrepresented 
group within Columbia and the 
U.S.,” Baca said. “It is important 
to be able to celebrate identity 
while still being inclusive to 
everyone else.”
Although Rodriguez said the 
group is testing the event this 
year, the group hopes to continue 
it annually.
“At the end of the day, this is 
something that grew organically 
from our own minds,” Becerra 
said. “We really hope to make 
this a community event as much 
as possible.” 
» MARISA SOBOTKA 
CAMPUS REPORTER
Latino Alliance showcase 
celebrates inclusivity
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Saturday April 8th  
12:00pm-4:00pm  
at Old Crow Smokehouse
Use promo code  
CHRONICLE  
for discounted tickets at  
www.RiverNorthBeerFest.com!
Get one.
www.weedhomechicago.com
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The Workload Committee drafted a faculty workload policy that was approved to 
move forward during Faculty Senate’s March 31 meeting.
DURING A SPECIAL Faculty Senate 
session held March 31, members 
voted to move forward with the 
proposed Academic Year Work-
load Policy to be sent to the State-
ment Review Committee. 
The faculty voted 22-4 in favor of 
sending the policy to the Statement 
Review Committee, which will 
make further changes to the doc-
ument before it is presented at the 
April 14 Faculty Senate meeting.
As reported March 13 by The 
Chronicle, a Workload committee 
formed in 2016 created a docu-
ment designed to provide  better 
language in the college’s policies. 
The committee consists of several 
full-time faculty from across the 
college, department chairs, school 
deans’ staff, and administrators. 
During a March 28 public forum, 
held at the 1014 S. Michigan Ave. 
Building, and the March 31 meet-
ing, held at the 600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Building, participants suggested 
changes to the draft. Most feedback 
asked for clarification of workload 
percentages and service require-
ments, whether the percentages 
were negotiable, as well as sugges-
tions for language revisions. 
According to the workload pol-
icy draft, 80 percent of the work-
load for full-time teaching-track 
faculty members, which includes 
senior lecturers and lecturers, must 
include teaching and teaching-re-
lated activities, with 20 percent of 
the workload including services to 
the college, profession and com-
munity. For full-time tenure-track 
and tenured faculty members, 60 
percent of the workload includes 
teaching and teaching-related 
activities, 20 percent must come 
from college services, and the last 
20 percent from scholarly or cre-
ative endeavors.
The workload policy states that 
teaching-track faculty members 
are required to teach 12 credits per 
semester or 24 per academic year, or 
equivalent responsibilities approved 
by their chair or dean, and keeping 
regular office hours to assist stu-
dents. Tenure-track and tenured 
faculty are responsible for teaching 
9 credits per semester or 18 per aca-
demic year, or equivalent, approved 
responsibilities, and keeping regular 
office hours to assist students.
Pegeen Quinn, Associate 
Provost of Academic Personnel 
and Workload Committee mem-
ber, explained that the committee 
wanted to measure workload by the 
faculty members’ efforts.
“It’s very difficult to quantify 
work hours for faculty members,” 
Quinn said.  “It really encompasses 
your overall work. It’s your hours, 
the effort you put in, the product 
you’re delivering, so your overall 
work effort is really what the per-
centages are meant to be based on.”
During the March 31 meet-
ing, Scott Hall, co-chair of the 
Workload Committee and senior 
lecturer in the Music Department, 
said he agreed with the feedback.
“I’m a former artist-in-residence 
who was converted into a senior 
lecturer, and when that happened, 
certain aspects of my responsibil-
ities at this college were ignored,” 
Hall said. “Without this, we will 
just continue to go backwards.”
According to Faculty Senate 
President and associate professor 
in the Photography Department 
Greg Foster-Rice, the document 
and all feedback will now be sent to 
the Statement Review Committee 
and Workload Committee for fur-
ther revision, which Foster-Rice 
will report during the April 14 
meeting. The board of trustees 
will also then vote on the document.
“This is a starting point for 
having faculty and their [chairs] 
have a conversation about equi-
table distribution of workload in 
the department,” Foster-Rice said. 
“Without this, I would be concerned 
that faculty wouldn’t have a case 
to make.”
» ARIANA PORTALATIN  
CAMPUS EDITOR
Faculty Senate votes on new 
workload policy
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Musicians Jackie Ross, Marshall Thompson and Gene Chandler spoke at Columbia’s Music Center, 1014 
S. Michigan Ave., about the music history of Chicago and their memories from the ‘50’s and ‘60’s. 
“THE DUKE OF Earl” singer Gene Chandler, 
Marshall Thompson of musical group 
Chi-Lites, and Jackie Ross, who released 
the 1964 hit single “Selfish One,” reflect-
ed on the city’s major musical feats in the 
1950s and ‘60’s, including R&B, Doo-Wop, 
and its famous Record Row. 
“The History of Chicagoland Music” 
panel, organized by The Jay B. Ross 
Foundation and held March 30 at 1014 S. 
Michigan Ave., had music historian Greg 
Moore and authors Robert Pruter and Bill 
Dahl as moderators. 
The foundation has held several other 
panel discussions and events throughout 
the years, but this panel was the first held 
at Columbia. 
Ross, who is celebrating his 50th 
year as an entertainment and music 
law attorney in Chicago, said he started 
his nonprofit to educate the community 
about the music industry and provide 
networking opportunities.
“We have these events to try and edu-
cate and to be mindful of the history of the 
Chicago entertainment community,” Ross 
said. “It is those people that do not know 
their own history that are doomed to make 
the same mistakes.”
During the event, panelists spoke of their 
experiences with different recording labels 
on Record Row, a string of recording stu-
dios that used to be on South Michigan 
Avenue, and how it shaped their future 
endeavors in music and business—all 
relating back to how Ross has helped their 
careers as their attorney. 
Ross added that he chose to hold the 
panel at the college because its students 
are already interested in music and “made 
to take advantage” of the information that 
was presented.
Dahl, co-moderator of the panel who grad-
uated from Columbia in 1977 with a mass 
communications degree, said it was great 
to be back 40  years later.
“[Columbia] is certainly arts-oriented, 
and even back in my day, they always 
stressed the arts,” Dahl said.
The event also featured a Q&A ses-
sion during which members of the audi-
ence asked the guest speakers questions 
about their past and any advice they have 
for the future.
Chicago resident Tiffany Lance, 22, 
attended the panel to support her late 
grandfather, R&B singer Major Lance, who 
had worked with panelists Thompson and 
Chandler throughout their careers. 
Lance said the event offered her great 
advice because she hopes to also work in 
the music business someday, adding that 
she enjoyed hearing stories about her grand-
father by artists who worked with him in 
his prime.
“I have always pictured knowing my 
grandfather and what advice he would have 
given me,” Lance said. “It was kind of like 
him speaking through them.”
The foundation hopes to hold  additional 
panels to discuss different musical  genres 
as well as film the series to create a docu-
mentary that will be  submitted to public 
television channels to be played nationally, 
according to Ross.
“The music entertainment community 
has been the way I have earned my living 
for the last 49 years, and I wanted to pay 
back the community,” Ross said.
» MARISA SOBOTKA  
CAMPUS REPORTER
Columbia-hosted panel explores 
Chicago’s music history
msobotka@chroniclemail.com
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COLUMBIA AND FOUR other Chicago-
based higher education institutions 
are developing programs to give 
international students the chance 
to be accepted for H-1B visas
 The Global Entrepreneur in 
Residence program allows inter-
national students to partner with a 
college while they build their own 
businesses, said Marcelo Sabatés, 
vice provost of Global Education 
and lead project developer.
Sabatés said city workers 
contacted President and CEO 
Kwang-Wu Kim and administra-
tive members of the other colleges 
to  join the initiative. The program 
allows international students to 
transition from their Optional 
Training Program—a yearlong 
period international students use 
to gain experience working in the 
U.S.—to the H-1B visa, which Sabatés 
said is a new system for the college.
“For the college to keep the pro-
file of a higher diverse, culturally 
committed institution, this is the 
type of initiative to say yes to,” 
Sabatés said. “If we can handle 
them and afford them, this is a 
way we should be giving back to 
our wider environment.”
Columbia, DePaul University, 
Illinois Institute of Technology, 
Loyola University and North-
western University will be using the 
program, which has already been 
implemented in other institutions.
Mayor Rahm Emanuel ann-
ounced the implementation of the 
programs to attract skilled work-
ers and drive economic growth 
through a March 15 press confer-
ence and press release.
Sabatés said the college still 
needs to find someone experienced 
with H-1B visas to work with the 
entrepreneurs, but the program is 
expected to be fully operational by 
the Fall 2017 Semester. He added 
that although it is too early to be 
certain, he expects Columbia to 
work with two to three partici-
pants within the next year.
In 2014, a Global EIR program 
was launched at the University 
of Massachusetts Boston, which 
has led to the creation of 18 new 
companies, 218 new jobs and the 
economic investment of $118 mil-
lion in Massachusetts, according 
to the Massachusetts Technology 
Collaborative website.
Craig Montuori, executive 
director of the nonprofit Global 
Entrepreneur in Residence 
Consortium, said at the business 
level, H-1B visas are capped at 
85,000, but the number of appli-
cants in recent years ranges from 
200,000 to 250,000, which only 
gives applicants an approximately 
30 to 40 percent chance of obtain-
ing a visa. However, educational 
institutions are exempt from the 
limit and are permitted to take on 
as many entrepreneurs as they want.
Montuori said his company 
developed the Global EIR program 
as a way of helping universities 
obtain foreign workers and inter-
national workers obtain jobs.
“[Global EIR] means stronger 
professional outcomes for their 
students and to be able to con-
nect them to internships and 
jobs created by the Global EIR 
program,” Montuori said. “It 
means being more attractive to 
international student applicants 
who are looking forward to having 
the university capitalize their 
careers, and that ultimately means 
more tuition dollars to support 
American-born students.”
Marilu Cabrera, United States 
Customs and Immigration Services 
spokeswoman, said employers must 
work with both the Department of 
Labor and the USCIS to approve 
the visa. In order for a H-1B visa to 
be approved, workers must have at 
least a bachelor’s degree and possess 
highly specialized skills, she added.
Those fields of work include sci-
ence, engineering and information 
technology, Cabrera said, which 
are skills many employers seek.
The entrepreneurs could be 
sponsored by any of the depart-
ments able to support them, 
according to Sabatés.
“The strength of the U.S. econ-
omy, science, arts and technology 
has been importantly influenced 
by exchange with the world, by 
openness to the world and by the 
contribution of people that were 
not born in the U.S.,” Sabatés said.
» CONNOR CARYNSKI 
CAMPUS REPORTER
New business program 
assists international students
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THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO PRESENTS 
CORY HENRY RESIDENCY CONCERT
Music Center Concert Hall 
1014 S. Michigan Ave.  
$20 General admission  
$10 Family of performers, faculty, and staff 
$5 Students with Columbia ID  
April 7
7 p.m. 
For tickets, call 312-369-8330 
or visit tickets.colum.edu 
CAMPUS
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of Higher Education at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. She added that it is 
likely that colleges in the state, 
including Columbia, could expect 
to see enrollment declines because 
of students’ lack of funds. This 
would add to Columbia’s consis-
tently declining enrollment.
“MAP grants are highly tar-
geted for low-income students, 
and most students who receive 
MAP are also Pell [grant] eligi-
ble, so they’re maxing out what is 
available at the federal level [and] 
they’re likely maxing out loans,” 
Delaney said. “Any uncertainty 
and cuts about MAP grants can 
impact that portion of the student 
population in terms of their ability 
to enroll and also ability to persist 
and graduate.”
Grunden was not available to 
answer questions specific to how 
the ongoing budget stalemate 
could affect Columbia’s enrollment.
Mary Feeney, an associate pro-
fessor at Arizona State University 
and previous associate professor 
any time soon, adding that it will 
reflect badly on the state if the 
grants are not funded.
“That just shows that our repre-
sentatives really don’t care about 
us and our education, and there-
fore our futures,” Hernandez said.
Anne Lee Ackermann, a 17-year-
old from Bartlett, Illinois who is 
slated to attend Columbia in the 
fall, said she also qualifies for MAP 
grant funding, which would ease 
the burden of paying for college.
“College tuition is a lot of 
money and something that I 
definitely can’t pay out of pocket,” 
Ackermann said. “I will have to 
steer more toward loans, but hav-
ing the MAP grant will definitely 
ease that burden.” 
The lack of funding sends a 
negative message to students, 
Ackermann said, adding she 
hopes the budget issues can be 
resolved soon. 
“Investing in students’ futures 
should be the top priority,” 
Ackermann said. “It’s just a shame 
that they’re lagging on that and 
putting our education on hold 
CAMPUS
at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago, conducted a 2010 study 
on the impacts and outcomes of 
MAP grant funding for Illinois 
students, as well as the allocation 
of funding. 
Feeney’s research concluded 
that students who turned in their 
Free Application for Federal 
Student Aid sooner were more 
likely to receive MAP grants, 
which she said places additional 
limits on students who most need 
the funding.
Feeney agreed that colleges 
could see a loss of students but 
could try to resolve the issue by 
providing more need-based fund-
ing programs. She added that this 
would be just a short-term solution 
if the budget impasse continues.
“[Colleges] can solve issues year 
by year, but they can’t create this 
long-term program that the state 
can,” Feeney said. “Illinois has 
budget problems across the board 
that the state is going to have to 
sort out.”
Hernandez said she does not see 
the state’s budget issues ending  chronicle@colum.edu aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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because a lot of my friends are 
waiting on this MAP grant to see 
what college they would choose.”
Ackermann said not receiving 
MAP grants would not deter her 
from attending Columbia because 
she likes the college’s programs 
and resources.
“I knew that Columbia was the 
right college for me,” Ackermann 
said. “Having [the MAP grant] 
would help, but I don’t think I 
would leave.”
Delaney said the impasse has 
caused unpredictability for stu-
dents, and it would take a lot of 
work for the impasse to be resolved.
“We’ve unfortunately gotten into 
a cycle where MAP has become 
very political, so instead of stu-
dents having predictability,  every 
year we’re in a political fight to 
fund the program,” Delaney said. 
“It’s really hard for academics to 
predict the future. Something 
would need to change in the polit-
ical or economic landscape for us 
to be in a different state of affairs.”
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During the March 10 Faculty 
Senate meeting, Meyer discussed 
the services and principles associ-
ated with her position with Senate 
members, citing four key princi-
ples for her work at the college 
she said are put forward by the 
International Ombuds Association: 
confidentiality, informality, impar-
tiality and independence. 
“I have full control over what 
I do on a day-to-day basis, what 
issues and matters I’m handling 
,and there’s a very important wall 
between me and everybody else,” 
she said less than two weeks before 
her resignation. “I don’t sit any-
where out of the organization on 
purpose so that I don’t have any 
particular vilification or bias.”
Abell said the faculty welcomed 
resources an ombudsperson off- 
ered, and he hopes the position will 
be filled soon.
“It would be awesome if they 
could do it [soon], but it may indeed 
be something that could take a 
while to refill,” Abell said.
especially be beneficial for kids because 
it offers visuals of a topic they might have 
learned about in school.
“It’s good for kids because they like to 
see what’s recreated in their story books,” 
Henry said. “It’s [beneficial] to see what 
we think they would [have] lived or moved 
like when they were back alive.”
Exhibitions like this give people a ref-
erence frame for the magnitudes of time 
and geological change the Earth has gone 
through for the past 200 million years, 
said Peter Makovicky, associate curator 
of paleontology at the Field Museum, spe-
cializing in dinosaurs.
“Unless you’re an academic, it’s difficult 
as a layperson to grasp those magnitudes 
of time,” Makovicky said. “Conveying that 
sense of geological histories is more pow-
erful when you have objects before you.”
SUE, THE MOST complete Tyrannosaurus 
rex, towers over viewers at 42 feet long and 
600 pounds. Now, imagine the dinosaur 
blinking, breathing and roaring in front 
of viewers’ faces. 
In “Jurassic World: The Exhibition,” 
viewers have an up-close and personal 
experience with prehistoric life. Coming 
to the Field Museum, 1400 S. Lake Shore 
Drive, May 26 until Jan. 27, 2018, the 
exhibit will have guided tours of what 
scenes and creatures in the Jurassic Park 
movie franchise would be like in reality. 
The exhibit accurately educates 
visitors about prehistoric life yet 
is sentimental and thrilling because of 
its relationship to the Jurassic Park brand, 
said Jaclyn Johnston, the museum’s pub-
lic relations director.
“This exhibition is iconic, and there’s 
a lot of nostalgia around the brand,” 
Johnston said. “It’s going to be giving 
people a really entertaining and fun 
experience seeing these animatronic 
dinosaurs up close.”
The exhibit will come to life over the 
next few months. The museum will 
construct a 16,000-foot tent on its lawn 
to house it, Johnston said. Created 
by Universal Studios and Imagine 
Entertainment, the exhibit immerses 
fans in the “Jurassic Park” world.
Attendees are transported to Isla Nublar, 
the dinosaur-ridden island in “Jurassic 
World,” Johnston said. In the interactive 
exhibit, they encounter dinosaurs similar 
to that of the film—brontosauruses, velo-
ciraptors and Tyrannosaurus rexes. The 
creatures are shockingly lifelike, from the 
way their skin looks to their movements 
and sounds, she added.
“There’s definitely a lot of points where 
you’ll be reminded of the film, and it takes 
you on a similar journey to the last movie,” 
Johnston said. “You’re taking on the expe-
rience the characters in the film are.”
After seeing the exhibit, visitors can 
then go into the museum and view the fos-
sil collection, Johnston said. The exhibit 
is not only for entertainment but will also 
teach the importance of science. 
Johnston said she hopes that this edu-
cational and interactive exhibition pro-
vides the best dinosaur experience and 
sparks an interest for science.
“We love the idea that it might bring in 
people who haven’t been to the museum 
in a while,” she said. “[They] might have 
fond memories of the film and we can peak 
their imagination about science.”
Museumgoer Michael Henry, 22, visit-
ing the Field Museum from Kansas City, 
Missouri, said the new exhibition would 
» BLAIR PADDOCK 
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
Field Museum unveils dino-mite new exhibit
 bpaddock@chroniclemail.com
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Birthplace of urban blues will soon have a museum » Page 16
“Jurassic World: The Exhibition,” inspired by the iconic movie fran-
chise, will come to the Field Museum, 1400 S. Lakeshore Drive, May 
26 until Jan. 27, 2018. 
» Photos Courtesy EILEEN CARTTER
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MANAGING EDITOR
ABC wants its own One Direction
ARTS & CULTURE
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COURTSHIP
Chop Shop
2033 W. North Ave.
8:30 p.m.
$8 - $10, 18+
Wednesday, April 5
OMNI
The Empty Bottle
1035 N. Western Ave.
9 p.m.
$10
Wednesday, April 5
DELICATE STEVE
Lincoln Hall
2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
8 p.m.
$12, 18+
Sunday, April 9
BIG WILD
Concord Music Hall
2047 N. Milwaukee Ave.
9 p.m.
$13, 18+
Friday, April 7
MINUS THE BEAR
House of Blues
329 N. Dearborn St.
7 p.m.
$25
Thursday, April 6 
» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE
Chicago band Twin Peaks played The 
Empty Bottle, 1035 N. Western Ave., 
for its March 29 show benefiting The 
American Civil Liberties Union.
 zeitel@chroniclemail.com
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The year is 2010, and Simon Cowell has an opportunity that is going to flip the music industry 
on its head for the foreseeable future. 
Five teenage boys auditioned sep-
arately for "The X Factor's" seventh 
season but didn't make it very far in the 
singing competition as solo artists. Yet 
they were too talented to let go. Enter 
the judges who combined the boys 
into one group that seven years later 
has five No. 1 albums, four worldwide 
tours, three movies and more fans 
around the world than can be counted.
One Direction may be the most famous 
"The X Factor"-created band, but it's 
not the only one. On later seasons of the 
original UK-based "The X Factor" and 
the American version, the girl groups 
Little Mix and Fifth Harmony were also 
put together from solo contestants. 
All of these bands have seen varying 
amounts of support and success, but the 
fame and recognition One Direction has 
gained is immeasurably hard to achieve. 
ABC has decided to try its hand in the 
game with its March 30 announcement 
of its new 10-episode singing competi-
tion "Boy Band." According to a March 
30 Variety article, no host or judges have 
been selected as of yet, but they will be 
a line-up of former girl-and-boy band 
members. An unannounced number 
of contestants will compete for slots 
in a final group of five who will make 
up the aforementioned "Boy Band."
It may seem like the perfect time 
for ABC to launch this show with One 
Direction on a hiatus of indetermin-
able length—despite the original claim 
of returning after 18 months—since 
March 2016. However, ABC needs to 
recognize the rarity of what "The X 
Factor" found with One Direction—and 
Fifth Harmony and Little Mix on a 
lesser scale. There isn't a special for-
mula for creating a boy band; it was 
just luck that these bands worked out.
Other bands that formed on various 
iterations of the show have barely been 
heard from since their debuts. Boy 
band Union J was formed on "The X 
Factor" by adding a solo contestant to 
an already-formed group, but its most 
memorable achievement was a music 
video in "Kickass 2." On Fifth Harmony, 
One Direction and Little Mix's seasons 
of the show, other bands were created 
by mashing solo contestants together, 
but I could completely make up their 
names and no one would even know.
The odds of ABC having success 
with "Boy Band" and actually creating 
something that makes an impact and 
lasts are minimal. Not only does it have 
to find people who have a talent for 
singing, but it also has to find voices 
that will fit together and sound good.
The show will also face the general 
hate and judgment that follows around 
not just singing competition shows but 
also boy bands. Members of  The Wanted 
even commented on the stigma against 
boy bands in a 2012 interview with The 
Times of India during the band's 15 
minutes of fame after "Glad You Came."
The number of strikes against 
this show before it has even begun 
airing is indicative of its tumultu-
ous path ahead. If it lasts more than 
the initial 10-episode season, it'll be 
extremely surprising. "Boy Band" is 
doing nothing more than trying to 
copy what "The X Factor" did well 
about a fifth of the time years ago.
But hey, the One Direction members 
aren't too busy right now, so maybe ABC 
can sign some of them on as judges. Then 
you can bet there will be millions of 
fans tuning in to get some more of their 
favorite members—myself included.
Pop culture meets foodies in new ‘Stranger Things’ menu
BEING EATEN BY a Demogorgon 
might sound terrifying, but what 
about the reverse? Turns out, 
eating the Upside Down creature 
may not be so scary. 
The monster from the hit Netflix 
show “Stranger Things” was 
turned into a Demogorgon Burger 
by London bar Lucky Chip at The 
customers excited about food 
through their favorite shows. 
Netf lix Kitchen on YouTube 
released its own “Stranger Things” 
recipes, creating a French Onion 
Barb Soup and a Demogorgon Pie 
in October 2016. 
From July 18–29, Chicagoans 
will also get to experience 
a “Stranger Things” menu at 
Elizabeth, the Michelin one-star 
restaurant at 4835 N. Western Ave. 
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI  
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Old Queen’s Head in November 
2016 after the show’s hype reached 
global proportions. The bar’s sev-
en-item “Stranger Things” menu 
lasted an unexpected eight weeks, 
according to chef Ben Denner.
“We got emails every day [say-
ing], ‘Please don’t take it down, we 
are coming for dinner tomorrow,’” 
Denner said.
TV–impacted menus are a 
growing global trend that gets 
The restaurant is not new to 
show-inspired cuisine; Chef and 
2005 creative writing alumnus 
Iliana Regan created a “Game 
of Thrones” menu in 2015 that 
is still in circulation. Sous Chef 
Nathaniel West said combining 
pop culture with the menu is the 
restaurant’s way to make its food 
more accessible and attract people 
who might not ordinarily dine at 
the Ravenswood restaurant.
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“If you have something people 
are already familiar with, that’s 
really important to help connect 
the dots,” said West.
Like Denner and his staff—and 
most of the TV-loving world—West 
said the Elizabeth staff loved 
“Stranger Things” and could not 
stop talking about it.
West said the menu is not yet 
final, but Chef Regan will create 
a chocolate pudding, a take on the 
popular ‘80s burger and something 
with Eggo waffles, true to charac-
ter Eleven’s love for waffles.
Lucky Chip’s menu consisted of 
similar items in “Stranger Things,” 
like the Stranger Danger Fries, 
Eggos Waffle Burger—waffles, 
aged beef patty, American 
cheese, peanut butter and jelly 
with a hint of chili. Denner said 
the Demogorgon Burger—beef 
patty filled with darkly spotted 
gorgonzola, cheddar, candied 
bacon, pickled onions and a 
thousand island sauce—was 
» Photos Courtesy BEN DENNER
London burger bar 
Lucky Chip at The 
Old Queen’s Head 
created a “Stranger 
Things” menu in 2016 
for Halloween. The 
Demogorgon Burger 
(pictured left), was 
the most popular item, 
and the Eggo Waffle 
Burger was also a hit. 
Now, Chicago fine 
dining restaurant Eliz-
abeth, 4835 N. West-
ern Ave., is creating 
its own menu based 
on the award-winning 
Netflix show.
ARTS & CULTURE
1104 S Wabash Avenue
8th Floor
colum.joinhandshake.com
For more information and job fair prep, visit:
colum.edu/job fair
3/29 | Job Fair Prep Session from 12-1PM 
3/31 | Job Fair Prep Session from 12-1PM 
4/3 | Job Fair Prep Session from 12-1PM
4/3 | Resume Walk-in Day from 1-4PM 
4/4 | Resume Walk-in Day from 1-4PM 
PREPARE FOR THE FAIR WITH
HELP FROM THE CAREER CENTER
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M-F : 8:30am-5:30pm
SAT: 8:30am-5pm
230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL 
Offering the “gift” of photography. Photographic headquarters since 1899—  Our “117th year”
312-427-5580 800-421-1899
 Additional  
5%  Discount 
For students, 
teachers and 
faculty on most supplies
 
24 HOUR FAX
Fax: 312-427-1898
www.centralcamera.com
Near Jackson Blvd. 60604.
Robots are coming—
but to help, not take over
National Robotics Week, April 8–15, takes robotic inventions and discussions on 
the future of robots all over the country, including Chicago. McCormick Place will 
host the Automate conference April 3–6 and the Museum of Science and Industry 
will host robotic-themed events April 8–9 and 14–15.
THE ROBOT REVOLUTION is on its 
way, bringing more friends and 
STEM careers as well as expand-
ing the public perception of robot-
ics. The Museum of Science and 
Industry is presenting four robot-
ic-themed programs April 8–9 and 
14–15, featuring interactive robots 
for children, work from local uni-
versities and talks from experts 
in the field. 
Kathleen McCarthy, director 
of collections at MSI, traveled 
to Japan to view its innovative 
robotic technology and wants to 
replicate the “amazing experience” 
for Chicagoans through the events, 
as well as the upcoming “Robotic 
Revolution” exhibit coming May 11.
“Guests will walk away with a 
broader understanding of what a 
robot is and how they can learn the 
basic parts to dream of their own,” 
McCarthy said.
National Robotics Week and 
automation reliance also raise 
questions  of how the future of 
robotics will impact employ-
ment. Howie Choset, professor 
of Robotics at Carnegie Mellon 
University and chief technology 
officer at the newly organized 
» Courtesy GETTY IMAGES
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tools for WALL-E, C-3PO and 
HAL  9000.
National Robotics Week, April 
8–15, will celebrate new advances 
in automation and emerging 
Advanced Robots Manufacturing 
Institute, said robots working with 
humans is a key aspect of auto-
mation—one he is still trying to 
wrap his head around—that has 
been shown to create more, better 
quality jobs, not diminish them. 
“Time has shown over and over 
again that wherever there is inno-
vation and automation, more jobs 
are created,” he said.
He said collaborative robots—
robots that work in tandem with 
employees to increase efficiency—
are a rising trend in the manu-
facturing industry. They act as 
supporters for people working in 
STEM careers, he said, adding that 
every manufacturing worker he 
has met embraces the aid of robots, 
instead of looking to them as the 
cause of job loss.
“[Companies] realize if they 
don’t embrace automation, they 
are not going to be cost-effective 
with other [companies] in the 
world,” Choset said. “To them it’s 
a means of survival. Do the robots 
put you out of a job? It’s more like 
the robots are saving the jobs.”
Robots are in the middle of over-
hauling every major technological 
company and career field. From 
tech companies such as Apple, 
Google and Amazon to the medical 
field, automation has become the 
norm, Choset said.
Looking at the medical field’s 
acceptance of automation, he said 
microrobotic surgical systems 
that help surgeons operate inside 
the body for less invasive proce-
dures are changing medical acces-
sibility and jobs. With these new 
tools, Choset said nonsurgeons 
can carry out surgical procedures, 
which help standardize surgery 
and make it more affordable to 
low-income families.
“When you increase productiv-
ity, maybe on a concentrated scale 
there is some loss, but overall, 
there is a gain,” Choset said.
Bob Doyle sees this hike as 
a growth to companies. Doyle, 
the director of communica-
tions for the Robotic Industries 
Association, Advancing Vision 
+ Imaging and the Motion 
Control & Motor Association, 
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connect with one of America’s 
greatest art forms,” Emanuel said.
Kelly added that Columbia and 
its murals has also contributed to 
the museum’s development.
“Columbia plays a big part in the 
story, in that the Wabash Arts 
Corridor’s Muddy Waters mural 
is right at State and Washington 
and will be within a stone’s throw 
of this museum,” Kelly said.
Bobbi Wilsyn, a senior lecturer 
and coordinator for voice studies 
in the Music Department, said she 
is pleased the museum will be in 
the Loop because it will be more 
accessible for her students.
Wilsyn said it is important for 
people to see the progression of 
blues music so they can see the 
historical importance it has on 
music now.
“Even on a larger scope than 
just our students, this is going to 
preserve the music that Chicago 
is known for, along with all the 
wonderful artists that come out 
of here,” Wilsyn said.
New museum to bring blues 
history, live music to Loop
The new Chicago Blues Experience museum, to be built at 25 E. Washington St. by 
2019, will pay tribute to the city’s contribution to blues history.
project, it supports the museum’s 
development and location.
“Many tourists and regional vis-
itors who come to this area [are] 
looking for those experiences 
and interactions with arts and 
culture,” Rankin said. “It’s very 
appropriate for them to be in this 
area. Our support for these types of 
amenities is imperative to how we 
are promoting these experiences 
for attracting people to the Loop.”
Though the city is not provid-
ing funds for this project, Mayor 
Rahm Emanuel said in a March 
27 public statement that Chicago 
is a prime location for the museum. 
Adding that it will pay tribute to 
the “birthplace of urban blues,” 
which has the benefit of attracting 
more tourism.
“Chicago is proud to host the 
Blues Experience that will help 
visitors from around the world 
CHICAGOANS WILL SOON be able 
to experience live music at any 
time of day at the 50,000-square-
foot Chicago Blues Experience 
museum, set to be completed in 
the Loop by 2019.
Originally planned to be located 
at Navy Pier, the museum will 
break ground at 25 E. Washington 
St., just two blocks west of 
Millennium Park. The museum 
will bring a rich cultural expe-
rience to the city, Mark Kelly, 
commissioner of the Chicago 
Department of Cultural Affairs 
and Special Events and Columbia’s 
former vice president of Student 
Success, told The Chronicle.
“It’s not just about looking back-
ward—but believing the evidence 
is there that Chicago continues to 
produce musicians whose sound 
is shaping the world around us,” 
Kelly said. “What’s most import-
ant is that this strengthens the 
blues in Chicago [and] strengthens 
other organizations.”
According to the museum’s web-
site, will feature state-of-the-art 
interactive technology to create 
an immersive journey through 
the history of blues music. The 
Chicago Blues Experience is cur-
rently raising $25 million in equity 
capital with a projected budget of 
$30 million.
The plan to build the museum 
at Navy Pier fell through after the 
pier officials opted to sign a lease 
for a hotel development instead.
Mary Rankin, director of mar-
keting for Chicago Loop Alliance, 
a group that promotes downtown 
development, said while CLA is 
not directly involved with this 
» CLAIR HAUSER   
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771
PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS
$1 American Beer
$2 Jim Beam
Free Pool !!!
Check Out More Events
Delilahschicago.com
Singer Bob Duda danced with senior citizens as his band preformed Rat Pack hits for the Chicago Park District’s Big Band/Swing Dance at Peterson event. The event took place March 30 at the North Park 
Village Apartments, 5801 N. Pulaski Road.
» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
FEATURED PHOTO
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We Won! Fox TV’s 
“Best of Chicago”!
5331 W. Belmont, 
Chicago
Students get 10% off!
$30 Piercings
ARTS & CULTURE
  
Must be a current student, staff, or faculty member of Columbia College Chicago to shop at the Computer Store.  All offers valid while supplies last. No rain checks or special orders. All sales final. ™ and © 2017 Apple Inc.  All rights reserved.
🤑🤑
A+ EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS 
Our educational discounts on Mac, 
iPad and tech accessories give you  
the best bang for your buck. We 
also accept payments with the 
BookCharge through Student 
Financial Services  and have a 
Trade-in, Trade-up program that 
makes upgrading your devices 
more affordable than ever. 
😱😱 
FREE SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS 
We always offer complimentary and 
appointment-free troubleshooting 
for all of your devices, general help 
and One-on-One sessions, 
hardware & software diagnostics, 
virus removal, repairs for Mac 
computers and more! 
🤔🤔 
 CERTIFIED GENIUSES 
In addition to being an Apple 
Authorized Campus Store, we also 
have a Certified Mac Technician on 
staff to offer you the same help with 
troubleshooting experiences and        
in-warranty (AppleCare) / out-of- 
warranty repairs that you would  
expect from an Apple Store. 
THE BEST SAVINGS & SERVICE FOR STUDENTS @ 
  students.colum.edu/ComputerStore                                      
  Welcome Back to Your Student Technology Center. 
      📱📱  (312) 369-8622             💌💌  COMPUTERSTORE@COLUM.EDU               ⏱  OPEN WEEKDAYS 11:00AM – 6:00PM              👉👉  33 E. CONGRESS PARKWAY 
Spring Forward with iPad®. 
Now starting at $299. 
Don’t lose time to your slow device, spring forward with iPad. 
Say goodbye to waiting — and hello to your new iPad. 
If you’re looking to get the most out of your current iPad, visit us 
today to upgrade for free to iOS 10! 
Take advantage of our Trade-in, Trade-up program by visiting: 
cccomputer.tradeitin.net 
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Diagnosed with autism at age 4, Kerry Magro said it caused his classmates to constantly bully 
him, telling him he was different.
With innumerable hours of therapy 
and support from his parents and com-
munity, Magro, now 29, has been able 
to achieve such milestones as earning 
undergraduate and master’s degrees 
with a doctoral degree in progress. The 
New Jersey resident is now an inter-
national motivational speaker and an 
autism advocate. He has also written 
three books for the autistic community, 
on everything from love and relation-
ships to college life.
Looking back on his experiences, 
Magro wanted to make a difference 
for children with special needs. He 
decided in 2009 to start KFM Making 
A Difference, a nonprofit that provides 
scholarships for college students with 
special needs and has expanded to pro-
vide other services for the community. 
Margo’s organization is just one of 
the many that endeavors to create pro-
grams for specially abled children to 
comfortably experience everyday activ-
ities, including dining at a restaurant, 
and special events like strutting down 
the runway as a pageant queen. Often 
taken for granted by an neurotypical 
person, such activities are arduous for 
some specially abled people. 
Also following in these footsteps are 
projects such as  Autism Eats, an organi-
zation that holds dinners allowing fami-
lies with autistic children to dine without 
judgment or pressure in restaurants. 
Autism Eats has expanded with chapters 
across the country, gaining support from 
actress Kate Winslet and her Golden Hat 
Foundation, which is devoted to altering 
how children with autism are perceived. 
As reported March 13 by The 
Chronicle, Lenard Zohn in Andover, 
Massachusetts, founded the organiza-
tion with his wife after he felt other din-
ers were judging him when he took his 
autistic son to restaurants. They recently 
established a Chicago chapter to serve 
families like that of David Perry, a disabil-
ity rights journalist and father of a son 
with Down Syndrome.
“When I go to a restaurant, I bring 
in food for my son; I am pouring him 
a bowl of Cheerios that I have packed 
with me or a box of pretzels,” Perry said. 
“Restaurants have been very good about 
this, but diners often stare and remark.” 
Magro created his organization in 
2003 after reflecting on the experiences 
he was denied because of his autism. 
Traditional activities like going to the 
mall were often ruled out; loud noises 
and distractions from other shoppers 
caused him to have sensory meltdowns, 
he said.
Mindful of children with sensory 
processing disorders and other spe-
cial needs, Magro decided to create 
an opportunity for children with dis-
abilities to visit Santa Claus during a 
weekend in Jersey City, New Jersey. In a 
controlled and welcoming environment 
with altered lighting and limited noises, 
autistic children are able to finally tell 
Santa what they want for Christmas with-
out feeling overstimulated or judgment 
from others. 
Recreational activities are even less 
accessible for people with disabilities, 
but organizations have sprung up to 
allow greater participation in pageants 
and theater.
Ten years ago, when she was a 13-year-
old growing up in Omaha, Nebraska, 
Jordan Somer wanted to develop a 
way to recognize the female athletes 
she worked with as a Special Olympics 
volunteer. With help from her family 
and community, Somer created Miss 
Amazing, a pageant for autistic girls 
and women that includes a gala, per-
formances from the contestants and a 
market that incorporates local ven-
dors and artisans.
“We start with a whole 
hearted belief that girls and 
women with disabilities can 
and do accomplish amazing 
things,” Somer said. “We 
have really high expec-
tations for the partici-
pants in the program. 
That contributes to 
what many people 
consider a safe space—
those expectations, the 
investment, the belief and value 
of girls and women with disabilities at 
our program.”
The pageant has been a national event 
since 2010 with 30 states holding local 
competitions and this year’s national 
pageant scheduled for August. The pro-
gram empowers girls with both physical 
and intellectual disabilities, according 
to Somer. 
“In the future, we want to hold a lot 
of co-hosted events where it is not a 
disability-only event,” Somer said. “But 
it is something that the general public 
will come to, and we would have allies 
who are dedicated to being open and 
welcoming to people with disabilities. 
That attitude of inclusion and under-
standing will catch fire.” 
Performance and 
theater offer multiple 
benefits to the spe-
cially abled as enter-
tainment and therapy. 
The Red Kite Project, 
an organization at the 
Chicago Children’s 
Theat re,  provides 
specialized theatrical 
experiences to those 
with alternative needs 
and services.
T h e  s h ow,  s o l e l y 
attended by the chil-
dren with disabilities 
and their families, involves 
things like parents filling out 
forms about their child’s likes 
and dislikes to create a personalized 
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e x p e r i e n c e, 
according to 
Alex Mauney, 
the theater ’s 
access and inclu-
sion manager. 
This  helps chil-
dren feel more 
comfortable  and 
re la xed when 
watching the show, 
Mauney added.
Magro, who bene-
fited from drama ther-
apy as a child, decided 
to turn his passion for 
theater into helping oth-
ers who are creating projects 
in the entertainment industry. Magro 
wanted to ensure the industry portrays 
characters with disabilities accurately 
and realistically. Magro has worked 
on films like “Joyful Noise” with Queen 
Latifah and Dolly Parton, as well as “Jane 
Wants a Boyfriend” and “Don’t Foil 
My Plans.”
“We are coming a long way toward 
inclusion in entertainment,” Magro said. 
“We [need] to continue to make sure 
that people with disabilities have their 
voices heard and their voices involved.”
As announced in October 2015, iconic 
children’s show “Sesame Street” will 
introduce a new character, Julia, on the 
autism sprectrum who will be making 
her TV debut April 10.
Jeanette Betancourt, senior vice pres-
ident for U.S. social impact at Sesame 
Workshop, a nonprofit educational orga-
nization that works alongside “Sesame 
Street,” said in a March 20 NPR article 
that a creator on the show has an autistic 
child, who helped inspire and inform 
Julia’s character. 
People with special needs not only 
have to deal with the struggles and 
symptoms of the disability, but they 
also have to handle stereotypes and 
judgments from those who do not fully 
understand their disability because of 
poor media representation.
Laurie Block, executive director of 
on DisabilityMuseum.org, included 
impressions of disabilities in her 
2001 essay for the museum, 
“Stereotypes About People 
With Disabilities.” These 
misconceptions and stereo-
types include the idea that 
people with disabilities 
are inferior. 
“There [are] media 
portrayals that express 
those stereotypes and then 
there are increasing ways of thinking 
[about] disabilities not bound by those 
stereotypes,” Block said. 
In her essay, Block stated that a rep-
resentation of a disability reflects on 
ideas of medicine, science, religion or 
social management. But, these ideas 
may be affected by assumptions based 
on images from the media.
Block wrote the essay for the museum 
as a member of  the first generation of 
women who knew about their child’s 
disability before birth. Block said her 
awareness of her child’s condition 
during pregnancy exposed her to con-
tradictory attitudes from her peers.
“From the beginning, people’s reac-
tion to a prenatal diagnosis thought to 
avoid that entirely,” Block said. “The 
animus of being too much of a burden; 
[it is] going to cost your family a great 
deal. ‘It is a terrible thing you don’t have 
to deal with’ was also assumed about the 
quality of life for this unborn person.”
Even more specialized are the oppor-
tunities for parents and caregivers, who 
rarely get a reprieve from providing 
constant care. Being a parent and a 
caregiver of a child with a special need 
can be physically and mentally drain-
ing, according to founder and Executive 
Director of Respite Endowment 
Organization Becky Pundy.
“If you have a child with ADHD, autism 
and a mood disorder, that parent has 
that child 24 hours a day if they are not in 
school,” Pundy said. “A lot of caregivers 
are afraid to take a break because they 
feel like they are the only person that 
can take care of that child. Eventually, 
they are going to break down and some-
thing is going to happen to that child or 
caregiver. That is why it is so important 
organizations like ours exist.”
The program creates a positive envi-
ronment for children with special needs 
such as rooms where the children can 
play and learn in a sensory-friendly 
environment while also being able to 
give parents and caregivers a break, 
according to Jenna Olznoi, a recreation 
therapist with the organization. 
“Especially for kids—special needs or 
not—they are not going to be as com-
fortable in an environment clearly not 
made for them,” Olznoi said. “Just having 
that safe environment makes the kids 
feel more relaxed. They have a better 
time; the parents are happier because 
they see that their children are happy.”
Besides providing a relaxing envi-
ronment, the spaces attempt to bring 
together the average and the specially 
abled and demonstrate a nonjudgmen-
tal space for both sides. 
Somer said her goal is to enhance 
inclusivity; once people see welcoming 
spaces that include both sides of the 
spectrum, the public will follow.
Knowing that the specially abled 
go through many obstacles with both 
stereotypes and individual challenges, 
Magro said these children cannot be 
defined by their disabilities. 
“Regardless of a disability, you should 
make sure that no one thing in your life 
can define you, you define yourself,” 
Magro said. “I never considered myself 
defined by my autism. I always said 
autism can’t define me; I define autism.”
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said robotic tools not only create 
more jobs but safer ones. 
“[Robots] allow a company to cre-
ate higher tech, fast, better quality, 
higher-paying jobs,” Doyle said. 
Doyle said the biggest challenge 
in automation is finding qualified 
people to fill the jobs to advance 
manufacturing and make sure 
proper technology is present. 
Another is demystifying the 
perception that robots are going 
to take over the world—largely 
a stereotype from Hollywood 
the most popular and best burger 
the bar has made.
Interpreting food from popu-
lar culture is a phenomenon that 
allows viewers to look at cooking 
through new, interactive methods. 
New Yorker Andrew Rea, whose 
cooking show “Binging with 
Babish” has 12 million likes on 
Facebook and was recently fea-
tured on Buzzfeed News, creates 
recipes from famous movies and 
TV shows. Since he started his 
cooking show a year ago, he has 
movies—and leave people unem-
ployed, he said.
For National Robotics Week, 
AIA and A3 are hosting Automate, 
the robotics convention at 
McCormick Place, 2301 S. King 
Drive, April 3–6. 
Like any new invention, robots 
have misuses, Choset said. 
Conferences like Robotics Week 
can combat that.
“Robots are coming. We are going 
to embrace them,” Choset said.
made more than 25 videos with 
dishes from movies such as “Chef,” 
“Pulp Fiction” and “Ratatouille.” 
The one-man show is Rea’s big-
gest hobby, one that usually keeps 
him up until 4 a.m. to finish cook-
ing and producing episodes. His 
full-time job in film gives his video 
the professional touch.
This show has changed Rea’s 
life for the better and connected 
people through the love of food and 
popular culture. He said people 
have said that it helped them get 
into cooking.
“That is the best part about mak-
ing the show,” he said. “There’s a 
definite connection between those 
two things.”
West said it is gratifying to see 
other people come in and appreci-
ate the weirdness the staff shares 
about TV shows and food from an 
outsider’s perspective.
“It is less intimidating and more 
accessible for people coming in 
that aren’t familiar with our food,” 
West said.
 aparrella@chroniclemail.com aparrella@chroniclemail.com
ROBOTS, FROM PAGE 15   
POST-BACCALAUREATE PARALEGAL CERTIFICATE
Launch your legal career—without the law school part. Become an integral part of the legal field with  
a little help from the Institute for Paralegal Studies. With classes approved by the American Bar Association,  
Loyola offers paralegal certificate programs that can be completed in less than a year.
ATTEND A CLASSROOM VISIT NIGHT
Tuesday, April 11  •  6 p.m.   
Corboy Law Center  •  25 E. Pearson St.  •  Water Tower Campus
LUC.edu/columbia
Paralegals may not provide legal services directly to the public except as authorized by law.
STRANGER, FROM PAGE 13   
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Staff PlaylistLooking forward to festivals
Viewers may be initially drawn in by the drawl of her voice, bouncy beat and hypnotic dancing, but the camera 
soon fades out, returning to a lavishly set 
dinner table on which Jordanna smashes 
a wine bottle. The mood has drifted from 
audacious to something more timid, as she 
sings of heartbreak and weakness while 
attached to several people through webs of 
fabric illustrating human connection.
This is the new music video for singer 
and senior business and entrepreneurship 
major Hayley Jordanna—whose stage name 
is simply Jordanna—for her songs “Chances” 
and “One Night Thing” released March 30. 
First performing in riot grrrl band 
Glamour Hotline—now on hiatus—Jordanna 
started her own solo project highlighting her 
soulful vocals inspired by Amy Winehouse 
and Janis Joplin. Her solo project is more 
introspective and personal than her band 
and illustrates how “vulnerability does not 
equal weakness,” she said. 
The Chronicle sat down with Jordanna 
to talk about her latest music video release, 
musical inspirations, and the influence the 
Chicago  DIY music scene has had on her 
career as a musician.
THE CHRONICLE: What are the songs 
featured in the new video about?
JORDANNA: They’re both about relation-
ships, which was important for me to write 
about with this project because Glamour 
Hotline was a very—sometimes radical—
feminist riot grrrl music group. The lyrics 
were always on the defense and outward, not 
very introspective and more fighting against 
something all the time, which still is import-
ant. But for me, this was an introspective 
project and [shows] you can be strong and 
feminist about your beliefs but also admit 
to vulnerability.
What motivated you to move onto more 
introspective work?
As an artist, you don’t write a song, turn it off, 
then go to sleep. You’re always a musician. I 
entered a time in my life where I needed to 
be reflective and introspective and [real-
ize] I have feelings; I’m not just a robot. It’s 
important to have a balance or else you’re 
going to run yourself down.
Will you be releasing an album soon?
Probably. It will be very different from what 
this video is about, though. It’s a secret, but 
there will be something. I’m rewriting and 
deleting and scrapping. I’m trying to pick the 
best of the best and get some collaborators 
on that: some people from the Chicago com-
munity [and] hopefully some people from the 
New York community.
How has Chicago’s DIY music commu-
nity benefited you as a musician? 
The location for the video is thanks to the DIY 
community—any promotion and support is 
thanks to [them]. It’s such an open and invit-
ing community of artists and collaborators.
What inspired the lavish dinner table 
scene in the music video?
The song is about a relationship where I was 
acting like it’s OK, and obviously, [the rela-
tionship was] not OK. So we have this fancy, 
lavish table and you see me breaking a bottle 
at the end of that song. Something can look 
beautiful and perfect but at the end of that 
song there can be anger behind beauty.
 bpaddock@chroniclemail.com
» BLAIR PADDOCK 
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
Jordanna explores vulnerability in new video
» NOAH KELLY 
MARKETING CONSULTANT
“Kelly Price” Migos
“Fight Test” The Flaming Lips
“Home” LCD Soundsystem
“The City” Anderson Paak
“Life Itself” Glass Animals
“On + Off” Maggie Rogers
“Baba” Aminé
“Petals” Burns Twins
“Such Ease” Lil Yachty
“Girls @” Joey Purp
“1937 State Park” Car Seat Headrest
“Let Her Go” Mac Demarco
“Electric Relaxation” A Tribe Called Quest
“Nothing Feels Natural” Priests
“Phantom Limb” The Shins
“Same Drugs” Chance The Rapper
“Wasted Time” Vance Joy
“Liability” The Head and the Heart
“Mr. Brightside” The Killers
“Barcelona” George Ezra
» KEVIN TIONGSON 
PHOTO EDITOR
» MARISA SOBOTKA 
CAMPUS REPORTER
» ARABELLA BRECK 
MANAGING EDITOR
Jordanna came out with a new music video for her songs “Chances” and “One Night Thing” March 30. 
The introspective songs explore vulnerability in relationships and human connection.
audiofi le
» Courtesy HAYLEY JORDANNA
open.spotify.com/user/
thecolumbiachronicle
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CHECK         OUTme WHAT BRAND WOULD YOU LIKE TO MODEL FOR?
“American Apparel. They have 
a basic and natural look.”
Nailah Bradlay
junior business and 
entrepreneurship major
“Nike. Because I wear them.” 
Ryan Kelly 
junior cinema art and science major
» PHOTOS G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Addie Gaither-Ganim 
freshman music major
“Alexander McQueen. They have
cool designs.”
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ARE YOU TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATES?
CONGRESS
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RENT OUT SOUTH 
LOOP CLUBHOUSE!
STUDIOS STARTING AT $900/MONTH
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT
A cozy ride is only 5 minutes away.
Use code   CHRIS551934    for up to $50 in free ride credit.  
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DIRECTIONS
Like many college students,  I have a palate equivalent to that of a toddler. Because of this, I stick to mostly the same foods over and over: anything with some kind of 
cheese base. This pizza-inspired grilled cheese sandwich al-
lows us picky eaters to mix it up with our meal options while 
still making something we can trust. Though the preparation 
can be messy, the first bite of this cheese-on-cheese dish will re-
mind you of why you should stick to foods you know are edible.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
1 tablespoon butter
2 slices bread of choice
1 jar pizza sauce
1 bag shredded mozzarella cheese
1 slice mozzarella cheese
1 bag pepperoni slices
Basil leaves or flakes (optional)
Pinch of pepper (optional)
Grated Parmesan  cheese (optional)
1. Spread butter on one side of both 
slices of bread.
2. Place one slice of bread on heated 
pan, butter-side down. On plain side, 
spread pizza sauce, then add slice of 
mozzarella cheese and pepperoni. 
Sprinkle shredded mozzarella cheese 
on top. Basil leaves or flakes are op-
tional for taste.
3. Top sandwich with other bread slice 
butter-side up. Flip occasionally and 
cook until both sides are golden.
4. Then take off stove. Spread pizza 
sauce and shredded mozzarella on top. 
Add preferred amount of pepperoni 
slices. Basil and pepper are optional 
for garnish and taste.
» MEGAN BENNETT  
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
» WESLEY HEROLD AND ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
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Video: “This = That” /
Blog: “Bullet 
Journaling”
This causes that. Because of that, 
this happens. Outrage! Kneejerk! 
Misinformation! Correlation can be 
a tricky thing to work out, so Asap-
SCIENCE has created a short video 
explaining the strange variable  
that can debunk modern assump-
tions. Such as, most people who 
carry lighters are statistically more 
likely to get lung cancer, but it’s 
probably more to do with the ciga-
rettes they smoke.
Bullet Journaling is the newest 
trend of organizing your life. Take 
any notebook and turn it into your 
personal planner, goal tracker, list 
keeper and much more. This blog 
gives you examples of what you can 
put in your Bullet Journal, from 
bucket lists to exercise tracking to 
favorite recipes. Stay organized and 
express your creativity by making a 
journal of your own!
Chick-fil-A sauce:
Chick-fil-A’s signature sauce takes 
the top slot as the greatest sauce of all 
time. With its beautiful golden color 
and smooth texture, it makes anything 
and everything it touches taste that 
much better but is best if consumed 
with chicken.
Blue Cheese:
While it may not be the most popu-
lar sauce choice, it is one of the best. 
There is simply nothing better than 
wings dipped in blue cheese. It even 
goes great on pizza. 
Hot Sauce:
Hot sauce is a classic that will never let 
you down. A few simple drops on your 
eggs or pizza and you are in for a next- 
level experience. Plus, there are hun-
dreds of different kinds for any craving.
BBQ:
Barbecue is another classic that simply 
goes well with almost everything. It’s a 
phenomenal choice when it comes to 
backyard cookouts or the occasional 
wing eating. This sauce is best if con-
sumed with pork. 
Ketchup:
One of the most iconic sauces of all 
time, ketchup seriously works well 
on almost everything, besides a Chi-
cago-style hot dog. I have yet to find a 
single thing that ketchup doesn’t taste 
decent on. It is a solid choice overall 
and definitely one of the top five sauces 
of all time. 
» CONRAD QUEEN
MARKETING CONSULTANT
“Truly couldn’t ask for anything 
better”:
Really? You don’t want anything else? Well 
I guess I’ll just return this $1,000,000 
dollars I was going to give to you  
back to the bank. They probably need it 
more, anyway.
“So this happened...”:
Wait really? It happened? Are you seri-
ous? That’s so cool. Golly, gee.
“Take me back”:
Happened to have made it to Lollapaloo-
za last year and took a quality pic of you 
having the time of your life? Well, here’s 
a great opportunity to share it with 
your followers 10 more times. Unfortu-
nately for you, time travel hasn’t been  
discovered yet, so we can’t take you back 
quite yet.
“We’re so dysfunctional”:
It’s quite sad that your relationship is so 
broken that you had to post a picture of 
you and your significant other laughing 
at a party together. Maybe it’s time to in-
vest in some couples counseling instead 
of posting on Instagram.
“My best friend is Twenty-Fun!”:
Hey, congrats! Your friend can drink al-
cohol now! But some of your followers 
may be confused here because you made 
the same post about four other friends. 
How exactly can Jenny be your best 
friend when you called Johnny your best 
friend in your last #tbthb (throwback 
thursday happy birthday)? There seems 
to be confusion on who tops your list.
» NOAH KELLY
MARKETING CONSULTANT
“Hauntening” (S6 E3):
After Louise reveals to her family that 
nothing scares her, Bob and Linda put 
together their very own haunted house. 
However, the “fake” haunted house ends 
up being all too real.
“Carpe Museum” (S3 E22):
Linda stays home to run the restaurant 
and Bob ventures out to chaperone the 
Belcher childrens’ field trip, which be-
comes chaotic. Bob and Louise bond 
over breaking the rules, things get inti-
mate between Gene and the sand exhibit, 
and Tina discovers what her peers really 
think about her.
“A River Runs through Bob” (S4 E1):
Bob attempts to be a “survival man” and 
drags his family out to the forest with 
nothing but two tents and a Swiss Army 
knife. Throughout the trip, the Belcher 
family gets the runs, and encounters feisty 
squirrels and a pair of horny hermits. 
“Tina-Rannosaurus Wrecks” (S3 E7):
Comedian Bob Odenkirk guest stars 
in this episode as the Belcher family’s 
insurance agent after Tina crashes the 
family car. The Belchers get dragged 
into a game of insurance fraud involving 
a house fire and a flooded basement.
“Crawl Space” (S1 E2):
When Linda’s parents come for a vis-
it, Bob just so happens to find himself 
stuck in the walls of the house after at-
tempting to repair a leak. While Linda 
runs the restaurant, Bob slowly loses his 
mind in the enclosed space with nothing 
but a toy flashlight to keep him company. 
» MICHA THURSTON
MARKETING CONSULTANT
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POPCORN
Popcorn, released on March 22, is noth-
ing short of a waste of space on your 
phone. It’s described as an app to down-
load when there is nothing to watch, and 
then it picks it for you. When the match is 
supposedly found, it links users to iTunes 
where they can buy or rent it. The idea of 
the app is good in theory, but it shows no 
promise of success when a quick Google 
search can locate a movie to watch much 
more easily. 
APP
» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT 
OPINIONS EDITOR
VIDY
Vidy, released on March 23, is market-
ed as the app that can talk. Users can 
search for any movie or TV quote and 
are more than likely to find it. It can be 
hooked up to users’ iMessage so they 
don’t have to download some obscure 
messaging app that takes up space on 
their phone. The app definitely sets 
you and your friends up for some fun-
ny inside jokes 
THUNDERSTORMS
» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT 
OPINIONS EDITOR
HAROLD 
WASHINGTON 
LIBRARY
The Harold Washington Library is per-
fect if you are ballin’ on a budget. The 
central location for the Chicago Public 
Library system has several floors full of 
a vast selection of knowledge poured 
into books, music and films. It is all at 
your fingertips and free of charge with 
a library card. Plus, the top floor Winter 
Garden provides a unique reading or 
studying space. 
Thunderstorms can be fun to watch 
when you are inside curled up with a 
book, but they’re not as much fun when 
you have to walk to class—especially 
when you forgot your umbrella. A five 
minute walk in pouring rain will have 
anyone looking like they just got out of 
the shower. Not to mention, loud thun-
derstorms that wake you up in the mid-
dle of the night. Despite all this, I would 
still choose rain over snow any day.
RANDOM
RANDOM
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ZAYN AND 
PARTYNEXTDOOR’S 
‘STILL GOT TIME’
This newest collaboration sounds like 
the singers forgot they had homework 
due and had to rush to complete it be-
fore class. Released March 21, the lyrics 
are repetitive, the beat is uninspired, and 
it’s another song that blames women for 
men falling in love. ZAYN pleads with the 
woman “don’t scare me away” and tells 
her to stop looking for love, but he’s not 
attracting anyone with this flop.
MUSIC
» ZOË EITEL 
MANAGING EDITOR
SIZZY ROCKET’S 
‘AMPHETIMINE’
After expecting songs from Sizzy Rock-
et like “Bestie”—a song about wanting to 
hook up with your girl best friend with an 
‘80s workout tape-esque music video fea-
turing lots of hypersexualized fruit—”Am-
phetimine” is a shock. With more sub-
stance, this chill song released March 
22 shows how Sizzy Rocket has changed 
since her last album in 2016. While her 
previous work is not exactly cohesive with 
her new feel, I’m still here for it.
‘LIFE’
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
A crew on a space station discovers an 
organism on Mars, the first nonhuman 
life form ever found. While the blob 
starts out friendly, it quickly proves it-
self a threat. “Life,” which hit theaters 
March 24, isn’t original enough to com-
pete with movies like “Gravity,” “Pro-
metheus” and “Alien.” The film was shot 
well and the actors were talented, but 
overall, it fails to differentiate itself from 
other space movies.
» ARABELLA BRECK 
MANAGING EDITOR
SCREEN
‘IT’ TRAILER
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR
Pennywise the clown is back for more 
terrifying and heart-racing scares, as 
seen in the new “IT” movie trailer re-
leased March 29. The movie, based on 
Stephen King ’s 1986 horror novel, will 
be split into two parts. King himself 
offered it his seal of approval, giving 
hope and excitement to fans that “IT” 
will be just as scary as the novel and 
original movie.
» JACKIE MURRAY 
METRO REPORTER
» LAUREN KOSTIUK 
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER
ARTS & CULTURE
scale 
APP
MUSICSCREEN
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Stop and frisk numbers drop, 
racial profiling remains high 
editorial
Arkansas must reconsider death 
penalty, not rush to enforce it
It’s been almost 12 years since the Arkansas government has exe-cuted anyone, but in a seemingly 
desperate scramble to make up for 
lost time, the state will execute eight 
men over a span of 10 days in April.
The state is reportedly rushing these exe-
cutions because its stock of midazolam will 
reach its “use by” date April 30. The stron-
ger-than-Valium sedative is being talked 
about as though it is milk about to spoil.
The state is set to execute two people 
per day April 17, 20, 24 and 27. Instead 
of considering ending the death penalty 
once and for all, Arkansas is gearing up 
to wipe out 23 percent of its death row 
population in less than two weeks.
The inmates will be lethally injected 
in a barbaric, three-step practice: First, 
the midazolam to render the inmate 
insensate, pancuronium bromide to 
paralyze them, and then potassium chlo-
ride to stop their heart and kill them.
A March 24 study of the Chicago Police Department’s stop-and-frisk procedures showed 
a significant decrease in the num-
ber of stops since a 2015 American 
Civil Liberties Union of Illinois 
lawsuit, according to a Washington 
Post article from the same day.
Former U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Arlander Keys, who authored the report, 
found that despite the dramatic drop 
in numbers—1.3 million in 2014 and 
2015 to just over 54,000 in the first 
six months of 2016—officers were 
still targeting racial minorities.
In Keys’ 216-page report, he noted that 
African-American and Hispanic people 
were more likely than white people to 
Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor 
wrote in a Feb. 21, 18-page dissent, that 
within midazolam-centered protocols, 
“prisoners executed by lethal injection 
are suffering horrifying deaths beneath 
a ‘medically sterile aura of peace.’”
While the department is making a 
last-ditch effort before its stock runs 
out, many drug manufacturers are refus-
ing to sell to executioners, which could 
mean Arkansas will have an arduous 
time restocking in the future, accord-
ing to a March 24 LA Times article.
It seems as if the state cares more about 
the drug than the human beings who 
will be injected with it. While Arkansas 
is more than likely trying to avoid other 
means of execution, rushing through this 
is atrocious for many reasons, including 
the possibility that one of the people being 
sent to their death could be innocent. 
According to an April 28, 2014 Newsweek 
article, one in 25 people who are sentenced 
be subjected to what he deemed “bad 
stops”—when officers fail to articulate 
probable cause for stopping someone—
and were more likely to be patted down.
Despite Keys’ conclusion that the 
numbers represented an “excellent 
start by the CPD to documenting inves-
tigatory stops,” the study still brings 
up questions of whether officers are 
targeting certain neighborhoods, con-
sidering disproportionate statistics. 
Only a third of the population in 
Chicago is black, but more than 70 
percent of those stopped are black. Stop-
and-frisk demonstrates racial profiling 
at its worst and while CPD may be on a 
road to recovery, it needs to reevaluate 
what it is teaching not only veteran 
to death are believed to be innocent.
Another issue Arkansas should be 
concerned with is that midazolam has 
caused many botched executions, accord-
ing to the LA Times article. In a recent 
case, Ronald Bert Smith appeared to be 
struggling for breath after the drug was 
administered in an execution chamber in 
Alabama, Dec. 8, 2016. He is one of several 
inmates who have spent the last min-
utes—or in one case, two hours—of their 
lives alone, in pain and unable to stop it.
These kind of images may be what awaits 
“citizen witnesses” during the upcoming 
officers but also prospective ones. Besides 
recruiting minority officers, CPD needs 
to recognize that an officer’s training may 
have more of an effect than their race.
On April 13, 2016, a panel com-
missioned  by Mayor Rahm Emanuel 
released a report that responded to 
data showing that 74 percent of people 
killed or injured by Chicago police 
officers over the last eight years were 
black. The panel said the data “gives 
validity to the widely held belief the 
police have no regard for the sanctity of 
life when it comes to people of color.”
CPD needs to realize that the rea-
son high crime statistics exist among 
minorities is likely due in part to the 
department’s habitual profiling of 
minorities. Crime statistics may not 
accurately reflect who is committing 
the crimes, but instead who is being 
targeted and arrested the most. 
CPD cannot look at racial statistics to 
determine the type of people they should 
executions. Arkansas is one of several 
states that require observers to ensure the 
executioners conduct the practice correctly.
According to the LA Times article, 
the director of Arkansas’ corrections 
department announced at a March 21 
Rotary Club meeting in Little Rock that 
the state needs 48 volunteers to witness 
the executions. No one, apparently, took 
up the offer, showing that people are not 
interested in being part of this practice. 
While it could be argued that those 
who receive the death penalty sentence 
deserve it, the ingrained need for revenge 
is a losing battle. Sentencing a criminal to 
a life in prison with no chance of becom-
ing a productive member of society is 
effective punishment. The death penalty 
will never be a humane way to punish 
even the most harrowing of crimes. 
be stopping. There is no equitable future 
if the CPD doesn’t get rid of the “black 
people commit the most crimes” mantra.
According to a March 24 Chicago 
Tribune article, some police officers 
said recent violence can be blamed on 
officers trying to avoid controversial 
incidents that could damage their 
careers and pointed to declining stop-
and-frisks as a factor. Other critics 
blamed the two-page forms required for 
officers to fill out for each stop for the 
decline in stops, which they saw as a 
factor in 2016’s sharp rise in murders.
Officers are understandably upset 
that the new forms take longer to fill out 
than the previous “contact cards.” While 
the cumbersome procedure associated 
with these forms may be the reason 
for the drop in stops, an explanation 
has not been offered for the racial 
profiling. Officers still need to do their 
job, truthfully and without prejudice.
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OPINIONS
During tragedies, 
focus on heroes
commentary
 jfirkins@chroniclemail.com
» james firkins 
COPY EDITOR
editorial cartoon 
A man drove his car onto the side-walk and into several people. He then walked along Westminster 
Bridge in London, toward the Houses 
of Parliament, where he stabbed police 
officer Keith Palmer, who later died. In 
total, 50 people were injured and five have 
died from the March 22 attack, including 
the attacker, who was shot by police.
The media reported the event before 
much was confirmed, using buzzwords 
often heard in these situations. It was 
treated as a “terrorist attack,” with ISIS 
later claiming the attacker was “a sol-
dier of Islamic State.” These claims are 
under investigation but still unverified. 
Somehow, with no clear link, ISIS has 
claimed an individual act of abhorrent 
violence. It was unable to offer the 
name of its “soldier” and yet, because 
of knee-jerk responses, many might 
think ISIS calculated the attack.
The faults of the media don’t end 
there. Within minutes of the attack, 
British tabloid The Sun posted graphic 
images of victims before they were 
identified correctly—potentially upset-
ting families, whose confirmation that 
loved ones were affected could have 
been through a link on social media 
designed as clickbait. Only minutes 
prior, Metropolitan Police tweeted to 
people: “Please use common sense and 
restraint in circulating pictures and 
videos of those that have been injured 
during the incident in #Westminster.” 
The Sun has since published several 
exposés on the attacker, initially labeling 
him a terrorist but more recently calling 
him psychotic and having no discernible 
link to terrorist organizations. This 
quick-fire, sensationalist approach 
What would you say 
to state legislators to 
convince them that 
students need grants?
student poll
jordan clay 
freshman interactive arts
and media major
“The school can’t provide [state grants], 
and in order to learn and get experience, 
you need money to do your projects.”
bleazar ruiz 
senior business and
entrepreneurship major
“Grants are very important because not 
everybody has the opportunity to go to 
school and afford it.”
lizzie monsreal 
sophomore fashion
studies major
“People work so hard to pay [tuition 
and] then they lose their creative side, 
so creativity becomes labor to them.”
confuses the truth rather than revealing 
it. It feeds into the rhetoric of “otherness” 
that keeps communities at odds—offering 
confirmation bias to bigots, and perhaps 
more dangerously fosters alienation, 
which then proliferates the indoctri-
nation of marginalized individuals.
It is important to note, among the 
ignorant call for Muslims to condemn 
the attack—a call that assumes one 
cannot be both a Muslim and someone 
who would abhor this lone-wolf attack—
that though the man in question was 
Muslim he was a 52-year-old from Kent, 
England, and not an immigrant as many 
reports of terrorism seem to suggest.
Minutes after the attack, European 
Parliament member Nigel Farage—a 
professional troll who spearheaded Brexit 
and uses any opportunity to spout his 
anti-immigration rhetoric—graced Fox 
News to further his agenda when he said, 
“The problem with multiculturalism is 
that it leads to divided communities.” 
It is horrible that Farage—also a 
52-year-old man from Kent—can 
appear on worldwide TV and paint a 
picture of a divided, intolerant London. 
The London Underground displayed 
the mindset of the average London 
citizen. Across its many stations stand 
» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE
boards, which serves as a platform for 
inspirational quotes for commuters, 
they displayed nothing other than 
British stoicism a day after the attack. 
One read, “Bad things do happen in 
the world… but out of those situations 
always arise stories of ordinary peo-
ple doing extraordinary things.”
Extraordinary things did happen in the 
wake of the event, such as Foreign Office 
minister Tobias Ellwood attempting to 
save Palmer’s life by administering CPR, 
as reported March 22 by The Telegraph. 
Here is a gentleman who attempted to 
help, and whose look of sheer defeat 
will be lost on commentaries about the 
killer and his now unknowable motives.
Ellwood’s and Palmer’s are the stories 
we should be told. These are the stories 
that unite us as human beings, who—no 
matter our faith, color or background—
just want a happy, comfortable life.
When news outlets offer airtime to the 
criminals or politicians, propagating an 
agenda that helps line their pockets, the 
media  simply stokes tension and fear. 
The tensions these narratives create only 
serve to widen divisions that might oth-
erwise be bridged, should they even exist.
OPINIONS
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We are looking for unique solo artists or collectives to engage guests 
at an outdoor festival space for a two hour set. Talent could include 
bubble artists, magicians, improv groups, hula hoop artists, caricature 
artists, puppeteers, and mimes.
PERFORMER REQUIREMENTS:
• No musicians
• Must be interactive with audience
• Unplugged - there will be no access to power
• Must be suitable for small spaces or able to roam
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS APRIL 15TH AT 5:00 P.M.
Visit colum.edu/manifest or contact 
manifest@colum.edu for more information.
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Chicagoans’ health problems 
vary by neighborhood
SELECT CHICAGO NEIGHBORHOODS are not 
receiving equal access to healthcare, 
resulting in neglect of residents’ health 
needs, according to March 23 Sinai Com-
munity Health study.
“Health equity is about everybody having 
an equal opportunity regardless of race, 
gender, age, socioeconomic status or sexual 
identity to reach their full potential,” said Raj 
Shah, associate professor at Rush University 
Medical Center and co-director of the Center 
for Community Health Equity. “We’re still 
needing to find solutions for why we’re not 
closing the gaps.” 
The study surveyed nine neighbor-
hoods of varying socioeconomic makeups 
including Norwood Park—an area with a 
median household income of over $75,000—
Hermosa, Humboldt Park, West Town, Gage 
Park, Chicago Lawn, West Englewood, 
South Lawndale and North Lawndale which 
has a median household income of  less  
than $22,000. 
The study polled the neighborhoods in 
categories such as current health status, 
common diseases, smoking habits, food 
insecurity and health insurance coverage.
The Sinai Community Hea-
lth Institute was not available 
for comment as of press time.
José Luis Rodríguez, proj-
ect coordinator for the Greater 
Humboldt Park Community of 
Wellness, said community residents struggle 
with issues of diabetes, hypertension, mental 
illness and obesity—reflected in the study, 
which labeled 56 percent of women and 41 
percent men in Humboldt Park as obese.
“It’s more than one issue to address,” 
Rodríguez said. “We’re still far in terms of 
being able to find something that is holistic 
in addressing a lot of these issues.” 
Shah said there has been an increase 
in the measures of health and well-being, 
but because of health disparities, the dis-
tribution is not equal. An example is life 
expectancy: Chicagoans average 85 years, 
but for some neighborhoods, the figure dips 
into the late 60s. Having a 16–18-year gap 
in life expectancy only a few miles apart is 
concerning, he added. 
Clinical care comprises only about 20 
percent of overall health, said Dominique 
» JACKIE MURRAY  
METRO REPORTER
 jmurray@chroniclemail.com
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EPA cuts would negatively affect Chicago efforts » Page 35
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Williams, LISC Chicago program officer, an 
organization that aims to “bridge the gap” for 
community organizations to access the care 
they need. The other 80 percent, she said, 
includes health behaviors and social and eco-
nomic factors in the physical environment. 
SCH also polled exposure to domestic 
violence, social cohesion and neighborhood 
safety, something Williams said needs to be 
addressed through multiple platforms.
“It’s really going to take a multistep collab-
orative approach to [have communities be 
healthier],” Williams said. “Doctors, nurses 
and hospitals can’t do it alone.” 
Williams said a big part of what drives 
personal health are factors like a person’s 
local environment.
It is a major issue for tenants to hold land-
lords accountable to create healthy environ-
ments for the people living in their buildings, 
said Rev. Larry Dowling, a member of the 
Community Renewal Society and pastor 
for St. Agatha Church in North Lawndale. 
Landlords are taking advantage of their ten-
ants in low-income communities, he added. 
“Whenever we talk about affordable hous-
ing, I always have to add the term ‘livable’ 
housing as well,” said Dowling, whose group 
advocates for social and economic justice.  
     “There’s a lot of affordable housing, but from 
places I’ve been in, I would never put anyone 
in these houses because of the conditions.” 
Health disparities across the city are not 
new, Shah said, and health research has been 
conducted in Chicago since 1902—reveal-
ing that these issues have been in  the same 
neighborhoods consistently. Chicago has 
been good at describing the issue, but finding 
a solution has been difficult.
To find a solution, every stakeholder must 
understand what is happening and engage in 
collective action to solve the problems locally. 
Blanket policies are ineffective in this 
situation because the report shows each 
city neighborhood has its own needs, and a 
solution for one neighborhood may not help 
another, Shah said. 
“We will only solve these problems once we 
remove the stigma and the lack of information,” 
Shah said. “Then start getting individuals 
facing the problems in their own communi-
ties to build a civic trust and alliances to work 
through issues by neighborhood.” 
» ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
»  INFORMATION COURTESY SINAI COMMUNITY 
HEALTH SURVEY 2.0
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»ARABELLA BRECK 
MANAGING EDITOR
As many as 200 civilians have been killed in airstrikes in Mosul, Iraq, in recent weeks, 
including a strike March 17 that may 
have killed more than 100 people. These 
could be some of the highest death tolls 
from airstrikes since 2003, according 
to a March 28 Vox News article. 
U.S. Army Lt. Gen. Stephen Townsend, 
a top commander in Iraq, told reporters 
March 28 that an ongoing investigation of 
the March 17 incident could find that the 
civilian deaths were due to a combination 
of a U.S. airstrike and ISIS using civilians 
as human shields, according to an ABC 
News article published the same day. 
Unfortunately, these recent causalities 
don't seem to be flukes but actually part 
of a larger trend regarding American air-
strikes and involvement in Iraq and Syria. 
Airwars.org, a website that tracks air-
strike deaths caused by both Russia and 
the U.S., recently came forward stating 
it would be focusing more resources on 
tracking U.S.-caused deaths because of 
the almost 1,000 civilian noncombatant 
deaths reported across Iraq and Syria 
in March caused by the U.S. or U.S.-led 
airstrikes, according to a March 24 
Washington Post article.
The extreme concern from this group 
should not be taken lightly. If the group is 
this concerned about the increase in air-
strike casualties, the responsible party—
the U.S.—must take that seriously.  
However, U.S. officials have yet to 
appropriately respond.
As reported in the ABC News article, 
Townsend said, "In my mind, all of the 
responsibility for any civilian deaths, the 
moral responsibility for civilian deaths in 
Iraq and Syria belongs to ISIS."
Although the investigation into what 
happened with these airstrikes is not 
yet complete, this total lack of respect, 
remorse or responsibility on the part of 
the U.S. is incredibly concerning. 
Townsend's statement only perpetu-
ates the idea that the U.S. does not have to 
take any responsibility for civilian casu-
alties abroad in the fight against ISIS or 
other terrorist organizations. Somehow, 
ISIS taking civilians as hostages or 
human shields makes treating them as 
collateral damage excusable. 
For ISIS to take advantage of civil-
ians in this way is a gross injustice, but 
so is the failure of the U.S. to factor in 
the lives of these innocent civilians.  
ISIS threatens security in the global 
community, but so does killing civilians, 
which has the potential to increase 
anti-American sentiment in Syria, Iraq 
and around the world. 
The U.S. cannot keep blindly moving 
forward with airstrikes, especially 
when they are leading to so many 
unnecessary deaths. 
As frequent critics of Russia's killing 
of thousands of civilians in Syria, U.S. 
officials need to realize that through 
these recent strikes they have sunk to 
the same level. 
“These reported casualty levels are 
comparable with some of the worst 
periods of Russian activity in Syria," a 
representative from Airwars.org said in 
the Washington Post article. 
If  the reported number of recent 
civilian deaths is even close to accurate, 
the U.S. must take responsibility and 
not push the blame onto outside forces 
like ISIS. The U.S. can and should be 
able to hold the moral high ground over 
an international terrorist organization 
that has brought nothing but harm and 
hurt into the world. 
 abreck@chroniclemail.com
US cannot be casual about 
increasing airstrike casualties 
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Contract disputes could lead 
to nurses losing benefits
124 Illinois Nurse Association medical  
providers at Illinois Department of Correction 
facilities will be replaced on June 15 by 
Wexford Health Sources medical providers
ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FOUR union-
ized state-employed correctional 
nurses are set to lose their jobs 
June 15. 
Wexford Health Sources, a 
Pennsylvania-based private cor-
rectional health care provider, will 
subcontract the vacant nursing 
positions at 12 Illinois prisons, 
according to a March 18 letter 
from the Illinois Department of 
Corrections to the union.
According to Alice Johnson, 
executive director of the Illinois 
Nurses Association, the nurses’ 
union, contract negotiations 
between them and the state have 
been in dispute for more than a 
year, and the INA has received 
numerous notices that IDOC was 
considering subcontracting the 
nurses’ positions.
Johnson said she felt angry on 
behalf of the nurses when she 
received the letter, and IDOC 
assumes the INA nurses are going 
to work for Wexford. However, 
Wexford pays less and offers 
fewer benefits, such as pensions, 
she added. 
“We have nurses nearing 
retirement that are having 
the rug pulled out from 
under them after years of 
state service,” Johnson 
said. “[IDOC] is telling 
these nurses, ‘Well, 
you’ll be doing the 
exact same job for less 
pay and no benefits.’ It’s 
fundamentally unfair.”
Currently, Johnson 
said there are 124 nurses 
working for IDOC and eight in the 
Illinois Department of Juvenile 
Justice of the 3,500 nurses repre-
sented by INA.
Johnson said IDOC inmates 
could also be harmed because 
the state is understaffed with 
correctional nurses, and the 
vendor replacing the 124 INA 
nurses has been accused of 
improper care.
The Uptown People’s Law 
Center filed a lawsuit against the 
state and Wexford in 2010, which 
is currently pending, stating they 
have failed to provide inmates with 
proper medical assistance and 
violated the Eighth Amendment, 
which prohibits cruel and unusual 
punishment, said Alan Mills, legal 
director of UPLC.
The state disputes that charac-
terization of Wexford.
“The department is confident 
that Wexford medical profes-
sionals will continue to provide 
adequate medical services to 
the 42,000 offenders in IDOC 
custody,” said Nicole Wilson, an 
IDOC spokeswoman, in a March 
29 email.  
Wilson said Wexford has been 
providing medical services for 
IDOC for nearly 25 years and is 
prepared to fill the 124 nursing 
positions. IDOC will work nurses 
who wish to remain employed 
with the state and will coordinate 
with Illinois Central Management 
Services to identify nursing vacan-
cies within other state agencies, 
she added.
Wexford did not respond to 
email and phone requests for 
comment as of press time.
Wilson said IDOC has more 
than 1,000 medical providers 
through Wexford, and fewer 
than 200 are state employed. 
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Potential EPA cuts would have ‘detrimental’ effects on Chicago environment
environment, and cuts would have 
a significant negative impact.
Funding for The Great Lakes 
Restoration Initiative supports 
cleaning and protecting the Great 
Lakes for healthy drinking water, 
said Kady McFadden, deputy direc-
tor of the Sierra Club of Illinois. 
Defunding this initiative will mean 
fewer opportunities for cleanup and 
the chance for more water pollu-
tion, she added. 
“Cutting those programs and 
staff that do really critical work is 
going to have detrimental effects to 
some of our most vulnerable com-
munities,” McFadden said. 
According to the EPA web-
site, the Office of Environmental 
Justice works for fair treatment 
of all people, regardless of race or 
income, with respect to environ-
mental laws’ enforcement. In the 
past, it has helped shut down coal 
plants in Little Village, according to 
Tzoumis. She added that the office 
will “stumble” if it does not get the 
leadership and support it needs.
If budget proposals succeed, 
funding for projects and offices 
will be rescinded and regu-
lations will not be enforced, 
Tzoumis said. It will be tough 
for the local and state govern-
ments to make up for the loss 
PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP’S pro-
posed cuts to government-funded 
environmental causes will have 
disastrous effects on Chicago’s 
efforts to stay green, according to 
local experts and advocates.
The Trump administration pro-
posed cutting the Environmental 
Protection Agency’s budget by 
a third, almost eliminating the 
Great Lakes Restoration Initiative 
and defunding the Office of 
Environmental Justice.
Trump also signed an executive 
order March 28 to void Barack 
Obama’s administration’s Clean 
Power Plan regulations on green-
house gas-emitting industries.
“The EPA has done tremendous 
amounts of work on protecting 
our public and environmental 
health, and people don’t realize 
how instrumental they are,” said 
Kelly Tzoumis, a DePaul University 
professor in the Department of 
Public Policy Studies.
She added that the EPA has 
been a “champion” of the Chicago 
»  JACKIE MURRAY 
METRO REPORTER
Percentage of Federal  Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed budget cuts
31% of Federal EPA budget defunded
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Researchers dispute benefits 
of selective high schools
on School Research, said the grad-
uation rate has increased by 18 
percent for neighborhood schools 
and 4 percent for selective enroll-
ment schools in the past decade. 
Top-tier neighborhood high schools 
typically report greater overall 
improvements in grades than selec-
tive schools, which have the same 
graduation rate. 
On average, students who attend 
selective schools end up with lower 
GPAs than they likely would at a 
nonselective school, and some are 
less likely to get into highly selec-
tive colleges, she added.
“[Students should] judge 
school quality not based on who it 
serves, as much as how it is doing 
with the students that it serves,” 
Allensworth said. 
Cassie Creswell, a parent in the 
audience, said she brought her fifth 
grade daughter to learn about the 
options she will face when deciding 
what high school to attend. Many 
students are already feeling pres-
sure at her daughter’s age, but par-
ents can come together and shape a 
different narrative, she added. 
“If [students] hear a different 
perspective and they hear positive 
things about neighborhood high 
schools, then hopefully the kids will 
bring that to their own discussions 
among each other,” Creswell said. 
Test scores are just one factor 
that play into a student’s potential, 
and parents should consider the 
school culture when choosing a 
school for their children, according 
to Misuzu Schexnider, associate 
program officer for Generation All. 
“CPS is not this place where 
if you don’t go to a selective 
enrollment school, you are lost 
forever,” Schexnider said. “There 
are schools full of potential that 
are growing all of these students 
to their best ability.” 
Martinez now proudly earns an 
A in her math class and is look-
ing forward to college in the fall, 
Martinez said. 
“If I have a struggle, I can call 
my teachers any day and they will 
answer,” she said. “The stigma 
doesn’t really apply to us.” 
WHEN HIGH SCHOOL student Karina 
Martinez’s math teacher stayed 
after school for four hours to help 
her study for an upcoming test, 
she knew she had made the right 
choice in her neighborhood high 
school, she said. Now a senior at 
Curie Metropolitan High School, 
she said that memory is the reason 
she now advocates for nonselective 
enrollment high schools. 
“People have the stigma of 
neighborhood schools being 
underperforming, but there’s a lot 
of students who do succeed there,” 
said Martinez, a youth council 
member for Generation All, a non-
profit group working to revitalize 
neighborhood public high schools. 
Martinez discussed her experi-
ence March 29 at a presentation 
at Wells Community Academy 
High School, 936 N. Ashland Ave., 
called “Perception v. Reality: What 
To Consider When Choosing A 
CPS High School.” Generation 
All and the University of Chicago 
Consortium on School Research 
organized the discussion to address 
research that undercuts widely 
held assumptions about selective 
enrollment schools outperforming 
neighborhood high schools. 
Acceptance letters to coveted 
spots in Chicago’s 11 selective-en-
rollment high schools were sent to 
eighth graders around the city on 
March 3 with a March 17 response 
deadline, according to the CPS 
website. Rejected students could 
make an appeal to a selective 
school’s principal under the prin-
cipal discretion process by March 
24 and are expected to receive a 
response by May 5. 
Elaine Allensworth, Lewis-
Sebring director of the Consortium 
Karina Martinez spoke about her experience attending a neighborhood high 
school at a March 29 talk debating selective and non-selective high schools.  
»  CAROLINE BOWEN
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Cook County State’s Attorney Kim Foxx, center, spoke at The Hideout Inn, 1354 W. Wabanasia Ave., about working in a predominantly male justice system. She was a March 29 guest for “The Girl Talk”, a show 
that features Chicago’s most influential, women alongside co-hosts Erika Wozniak, left, and Jen Sabella.
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Subcontracting the 124 positions 
will save the state $8 million 
annually, she added. Employing 
nurses through the state has led 
to millions of dollars in overtime 
pay: $1.4 million in fiscal year 2014, 
$1.6 million in fiscal year 2015 and 
$1.7 million in fiscal year 2016.
Mills said he thinks it is a 
 false economy. 
“You get what you pay for,” he said. 
“What you’re going to get is lower 
quality medical care.”
Mills said medical care for 
inmates in Illinois is “terrible” 
because of insufficient funding, 
and it is “absurd” to suggest too 
many tax dollars go toward those 
services. He added that he was 
“horrified” when he learned about 
the layoffs because Wexford does 
not fill the positions it is con-
tracted for by IDOC.
“It seems to [UPLC] that the 
stability of the [IDOC health care] 
system was provided by the state 
employed nurses,” he said.
Johnson said Wexford’s law-
suits make the state’s efforts to 
of support from the EPA because 
they have never taken on such 
responsibility, she added. 
“We don’t have the money or 
expertise, and we’re just Chicago,” 
Tzoumis said. “We just don’t have 
that capacity to take [the projects] 
on, and there would be no federal or 
state government funding.” 
Julia Valentine, an EPA spokes-
woman, said in a March 29 email 
to The Chronicle that Trump’s 
budget blueprint has priorities 
preserving clean air and water as 
well as easing the burden of costly 
regulations to the industry.
“Administrator [Scott] Pruitt 
is committed to leading the EPA 
privatize state services to save 
money counterproductive.
“If the state is subject to lawsuits 
[from patients], that hurts Illinois 
taxpayers,” Johnson said. “If the 
state is paying for services they are 
not receiving, that is not a smart 
financial decision.”
That 124 nurses would be 
rehired for the same job but with 
lower pay and benefits is “uncon-
scionable,” said State Sen. Linda 
Holmes, D-Aurora, who is a chief 
co-sponsor of Senate Bill 19, which 
would prohibit the privatization of 
state-employed nurses. 
The bill passed the Senate 
March 29, 40-15, and has moved 
to the Illinois House for con-
sideration, according to Illinois 
legislation records.
in a more effective, more focused, 
less costly way as we partner with 
states to fulfill the agency’s core 
mission,” she said.
Tzoumis disagrees with the 
Trump administration argu-
ment that deregulation of envi-
ronmental policies is good for the 
economy and job growth, noting 
that Obama’s investment in solar 
energy created jobs. 
“The Trump administration 
views that jobs compete with the 
environment,” Tzoumis said. “Jobs 
don’t have to be pitted against cli-
mate change or the environment.”
ebradach@chroniclemail.com
jmurray@chroniclemail.com
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Holmes added that the pending 
lawsuit should raise a “red flag,” 
and the IDOC should reconsider 
Wexford as a subcontractor.
Johnson said INA has filed four 
unfair labor practice complaints 
against the IDOC because the 
state has failed to negotiate with 
the union on a new contract and 
provide financial data for those 
negotiations. IDOC has been unco-
operative in meeting with INA, 
she added. 
However, the letter stated INA 
declined to multiple meeting invi-
tations by IDOC.
Citing a December 2014 study 
conducted by several medical 
experts on health care services 
in Illinois correctional facilities, 
Johnson said an inmate under 
Wexford care was neglected after 
repeated requests for help after 
suffering paralysis in the lower 
half of his body.
The inmate was left in the 
infirmary for two weeks and was 
discovered to have leukemia. This 
is an example of the corporate 
agenda, she added.
“Wexford is driven by a profit 
motive and ultimately, that’s not 
good for patient care,” Johnson 
said. “When you have people look-
ing at the bottom line instead of 
focusing on patient care, that’s 
from the corporation.”
We have nurses nearing retirement that 
are having the rug pulled out from under 
them after years of state service.
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